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Preface

"This thesis- is -my attempt. toý analyze the ýP-roblemr

-of dentist idle times created ,by an, infl•eXible appoint,,

ment scheduling system and to structure an. ,appointment

A scheduling system which is both flexible and pqovides a

more efficient use of available-resources. Dae to thl-

-- limited amount of time available .for data. collection' and

analysis,. thisresearch was confined-.to- the restorative,

appointmcnt scheduling section of the Wright-Patterson, Air-

Force Base Dental Clinic. A number of assumptions- were

necessary which may not satisfy all readers of this theeis;

however, the n,•sulting simulation models can easily be

altered to test theý effects of different assumptions.-

During the past Several months, my fr equent contact,

With the various staff members of the hospital clinics

has confirmed my,, feelings of respect and admiration for

the -dedicated personnel of our military -hospitals. I

wish to apologize to those medically knowledgeable

individuals, who find reason #to read, -this study , for inm

limited understanding of the niedical profession which

in several circumstances may result in my flagrant use

of medical terminology. Writing a thesis that is easily

comprehensible to both the phy•tician with little

formal analysis, background and -,he inalyst with. little

medical background, presents a .1?roblefa of finding a

suitable balance between the two' fields. This report
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Abstract

The dentists working in the restorative section of

the Dentais:!-%nic at the.irightPattersonAFB iedica

Center were freqUently incurring large amounts Of idle

time. The Dental Jlinic utilized an Individual appoint-

ment system with patients scheduled for either a,45

minute or a 90 minute. appointment. The inflexibility

of this type appointment scheduling system contributed

to the amount of dentist idle time incurred. Two different

"-simulation- models. (which utilized 'patient arrival time,

restorative •service time and the dentists' estimate of
the service time-required for each patient) were developed
to enable experimentation with severai different type

appointment syatems. Appointment system D, which provides

available appointment lengths of 30, 45, '60, 75 and 90

minutes, is recommended for all follow-up appointmentsi

This is an individual appointment system which will allow

each patient to be serviced by the same dentist until all

required work has been completed. Appointment system Y,

which schedules a specific number of 30, 45 and 60

minute appointments during each clinic session,, is

recommended for patients scheduled •for their first appoint-
ment. 'This is a Lfixed Block-Individual apointment systeV

in which each patient's first appointment length is based

on the examining dentists' estimate of the service time

required, for the ,,atients first appointzment. The patients

viii
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are not scheduled with a specific dentist and are serviced I

-/ on aiv earliest arrival' time basis. Initiating these two

syste / a requires s6heduling patients for follow-up"o/

appdntments during differernt clinie sessions than those

scheduled for their initial appointment. Initiation of

"these two appointment systems will result in approxi-

Amately a 25% increase in the number of patients scheduled

with an associated average- patienv waiting time and

average dentist idle time of less than 17 minutes.

ix
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, the hospital industry has been rather

slow in utilizing computers. In 1965 there were more

than seven thousand hospitals in the United States and

it was est~imated that only about 250 of these were

utilizing-computers (Ref 7:312). Since 1965 this number

has increased rapidly, with approximately one thousand

computers in use by 1970.

The United States Air Force is currently in the

process of combining the capabilities of computer science

Swith-medical center operations in the hope of developing

a more timely and inte4,ated medical service. The Medical

Center at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) is one

of the first military hospitals to utilize these capabil-

ities. In the past year a computer terminal has been in-

stalled in the hospital laboratory and computer programs

havesbeen developed to initiate some automation into the
hoep4.t-l laboratory procedures. Programs are also being

developed for the other clinics throughout the hospital.

SPeo•fic studies have been accomplished in the pharmacy,

food services and the blood bank donor center.

-One of the first steps toward the development of a

hospital information system for the Medical Center was

a pilot project to schedule outpatient appointments.

Since that time a specific study has been accomplished

concerring the scheduling of patients at the Obstetrics-

i

10
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Gynecology clinic (Ref 4). At the present time there is

. a time series study being condacted concerning the central

appointment scheduling system for all putpatients. Due

N to the interest and emphasis placed on analyzing the pre-

9sent outpatient appointment soehduling systems, this

ftoet. of the hospital complex was chosen as the sub-ject

fo• r this thesis. Specifically, this thesis is concerned

with the outpatient,appointment scheduling system for•i e Dental.Clinic.

02

2
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Definitions-

The following terms, several -of, which were taken,/

fromU!nemnents of Queueing Theory (Ref -i) and Outpatient

Scheduling, A Simulation Approach (Ref 4), are defined

for the purpose of this thesis.

Arrival Pattern - The statistical distribution of patient

arrival times. The arrival rate is the average

-number--of arriials per unit• time and the interarrival

time is the time between two arrivals (Ref 4:3).

Block Appointment Syst - System whereby grqups. of

patients are scheduled at different times through-

out the clinic period. This system may vary from

having all patients scheduled at the beginning of

the clinic to having group.s of :patients scheduled

at various time intervals throughout the Clinic

period (Ref 4i:3).

Broken Aopointment - A scheduled appointment for which

the patienzt does not arrive.

Dental Clinic - Refers •to the Dental Clinic located at

the ,'I:AFBjI..edical Center.

S-entist Id-e Time- For a block appointment system, this

is the sum of time between the dentist's first

!3
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appointment time and his last appointment ttime in

which there are. no patients available to- be seen.

For an individual appointment system, this is the

sum of time between the dentist's first appointment

time and the end of the clinic session in which his

next scheduled patient isono-a•flable tobs-•eeri7.

Emergency Patient -A dental patient requiring immediate

attention.

Estimated ginus Actual 'SbrVice Pat-t6th - The statistidgl

distribution of the difference between the dentist's

estimated service time and the actual sevv-r.e time

rdquired to complete each patient.

Estimated 1ii4nus Actual Service Time - The difference

between the estimated service time and the actual

service time for each patient.

Estimated Service Pattern - The statistical.distribution

of the dentist's e~timate of the tie required to

service a patient.

Estimated Service rime - The denbAst's estimate of the

ti.re required to service a patient.

Individual Appointment System - System whereby each

4



patient is given a separate ipp OU tmef'•time wth.

-a-spocific dentistý.- The length of each appointment

I may vary -from 4!-ic -to clihni and is usually.

I - -assooiate& with -the. average service 1time-requ-red --

I ~for each patient.

Mixed Block - Individual Appointment System. -System

whereby each patient is given a so~p 9t•t aýjpintmen-t

-time, :but no.t.. with a specific dentizt; .The length

of each- appointment may vary- -and- is usual-ly

associated With the av6erage serVice time k.uir4ed,

for each patient.

Outpatient - "A person given general or emergency diag-

nostic, therapeutic, or preventive health services

provided through a hospital facility and who, at

the time, is not registered in the hospitLl."

(Ref 4:5)

Patient Waiting Time - Period of time between a patient's

arrival time at the clinic and the Vine he is

called to the dentist's office.

SI- Queue - A waiting line. To have a queue,, one must have

-arrivals at a, service facility where they often

wait (Ref ll:VII).

IF5
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Queue Disoipline --4he maner in which the next .patient

' .... • •to be served is selected.

Restorative Dentistry -%Dentistry concerned primarilyH -with tooth preservation. Also includes preventive

dentistry counseling. 7)

"3S6iVice Pattern - The statistical distribution of -the

time required to- service a-?patient. The service

[rate is the average number of patients which the

olinic is ca6a44e of serving per unit time (R ef 4:6).

Service Time - The time from the patient initially

being called to the dentist's office until he

departs the dentist's office.

Simulation " A method of studying systems. "It is the

process of conducting experiments on a model of a

system in lieu of either (1) direct experimentation

With the system itself, or (2) direct analytical

solution of some problem' associated with the

system." (Ref 8:1)

'Walk-in Patient -.A patient arriving at a clinic with-

out having a scheduled -appointment (Ref 4.,6).

WPAFB - Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
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__,St&-temento -the- -Problemt.

Th6:-te.§tbr~atIv6. section -of the WPAIMB benttal--~ti

'presently, ex eriences vying adountbs of dentist -idle,

timeý throughout th6--days After bompletingr ea-b ~ in:

the mdehtist danxiot sta~tt work again- unti his next

scheduled patient a#ie.$~h~h theý amoun-t -of -ti-me

the 'dentist- I -required t w~vr~fo ain

paitient, --a; contributing. f actor a-ppears- to, be. #te in-

klexibilit oU f the -appointmeht scheduling system being

used. This 'can -result- in, large amounts, 'of d entit J` "--idle-

time. -and a resultant inefficient use of available, reI-

suturces. Thi-ii thie ;problem which wi-Ll- be 'investigated-

in- -this thesis.

'Objective,

The objective of' this researchl isý to develop -and

-analyze alterna-tive metho~ds of appointmrent scheduling fo6>4

the restorative secti~on of the WPAYB Dental Clinic. The~

technique of' computer simulati.on is utilized in simu-lating

4lternative appointment systems for a six hour clinic

ýession. The simulated results are analyzed wvith t~he-

objective of finding a suitable *balance between the number

- of patients scheduled and the amount of avyerage dentist

idle tine and al-rage paýtient waiting time~ incurred during

each clinic session.

Scope of' Research

The iv.edica). Center at 'UVAFB has a ;~ariety of

7
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LIspeiied &jl44-sL-, ieach -with, varying chi~arteri~tics

SIproblem -of de igning: -an efficient-outpatient appointment-
a~heul 6 _t vi1ie from -clinio to- clinic. tjherefore,

dueý to, the7--t-ime constraint a-nd to-allow, a more thorough '

-:anbaly4@; of the variables ~which, affect. appointmelnt

dsheduling, sy Itei8, t-tib-.research is limited to the

-Dental -Clinic at the.- IPAB -Xi~dical 'Center. The results

Fof this study may not apply to all other c.Xiaics,; but

[should be applcale to allksimilar clinics,-especially
th6s6. ith'ib. -the, -id±taxly- -LedicaI -system.11 Th Dental, -Clinic iýtself is- divided into a variety

of -diff dtent specialtiesý. The, -cleaning 6nd restorative.

secions -use aný ind~ividval appointment scheduling

-0 system which is--controlled at a central. desk., All other

~ i sections also use the- individual appointment schedu-ling

system, btut maintain their own appointment books and do

their own scheduling. Thus, this research is further

limited to the restorative appointment scheduling system

within the Dental Clinic.

Iviethod of Research

The problem of patient appointment scheduling at

.a O~linic ca-iz be 'analyzed in terms of the followingIi queue ing process:
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Queue Ratients 30ccupying the clinic waiting room
and awaiting dental service.

'Service discipline - Kanner in which the next
patient to be serviced is selected.

Service mechanism ?- Dentist performing restorative
work.

System input - The dental patient arriving-with a
scheduled appointment or desiring an'&mmediate
appointment..

In order to accomplish the objective of developing

anid'analyzing alternative methods -of appointment

scheduling, a search of the cirrent literature concerning

queueing -her -was. -accomplished., Aithough this sea rch

did not result in a specific queueing model which wa8

applicable to the present conditions existing at the

'Dental Clinic, it did provide a better understanding of

the pany different methods and problems associated with

the analysis -of a queue. Direct experimentation with the

presen\t appointment scheduling system at the Dental

Clinic d#i& not seem feasible due to the risk of com-

pounding any problems which ix&ht already exist. Thus,

various scheduling methods are simulated under the

Conditions that currently exist at the Dentsjl Clinic.

'Patlient arriyal patterns and dentist service patterns

are developed& from information collected at the Dental

',linic during an eight week period from 9 Aug'ast 1971,

through 30 September 1971. A distribution for the

dentists-'e estiirute of the time required to complete each

patient is also developed from the data collected during

9
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this period. An additional distribution is developed

for the difference between the dentists' estimated

service time and the actual service time required for

each patient.,

Two different computer simulation progriam are

used for this study. The first program utilizes patient

'arrival time and actual service time to simulate a

Dental Clinic session of sLx hours duration. The- nutiber

of dentists available is fixed at four; however, a sensi-

tivity analysis is accomplished which considered

scheduling patients when the number of dentists avail-

able is either three or five. The number of patients to

be scheduled is fixed at twenty-eight (seven per dentist);

however, a sensitivity analysis, is also accomplished on

this factor with varying numbers of patients being con-

sidered. Va'ious methods of scheduling patients are

then introduced and results of the simulated clinic

sessions using each method of scheduling are tabulated

and analyzed.

The second computer simulation program utilized

patient arrival time, estimated service time and

estimated minus actual service time to simulate a
flDental Clinic session of six hours duration. This

program situlates one dentist scheduling pEtient

appointment times according to his cjTi:aate of the

service time reqj:ired to complete each patient. Various

lengths of time available for each appointment are then
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S-are tabulated and analyzed.

A discussion of the characteristics of appointment

"icheduling systems is presented in Chapter Ii. Alrjo

included is a 'brief summary of some past studies con-

oerming scheduling systems.

The WPAFB Dental Clinic procedures and the scheduling

system being used during this study are described in

Chapter III. The method of collecting information used

in this research and a detailed analysis of this infor-

mation is also presented. A brief summary of these

statistics is provided at the end of the chapter.

In Chapter IV the computer simulation models used

in this research are explained with respect to the

variables used, basic as6umptions, time-flow mechanism,

output format and other specific characteristics of each

program.

The alternative appointment scheduling systems

simulated during this study are presented in Chapter V.

Each s,,heduling system is followed by an analysis of the

simulated results for that system. Chapter VI is a

summary of the findings of this study and also includes

recommendations based on these findings.

Ii

11a
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S* II. ANALYZING APPOINTIENT SYSTEMS

The problem of designing an appropriate appointment,

scheduling system is centered around the idea of reducing

the waiting time for the patients while still allowing,

for the fullest use of the physicians' time. Past studies

clearly #ndicate that one cannot hope tocreduce either

the patient waiting time or the dentist idle time with"

out sacrificing one for the other (Ref 2:198). However,

these studies do indicate that z>desirable balance between

paient Waiting- time and dentis-t idle time can[be. achieved

With an adequately designed appointment scheduling system.

r ~Appoiitment systems can be Clas'sified into three
general types: (1) 'Pure Block Appointment Systems, (2)

Individual Appointment Systems, and (3) Mixed' Block-

Individual Appointment Systems (Ref 14:389).

A Pure Block Appointment System assigns a common

appointment time at the beginning of the clinic session

for all the patients scheduled to be seen on any given

day. This systom would minimize the dentists' idle time

but would result in extremely long patient w;aiting times.

A direct result of this system is the regular occurance

of congestion in waiting rooms.

An Individual Appointment System assigns each patient

in appointment time with a specific dentist. From the

patient's point of view, this system is highly desirable.

It tends to minimize the. 'waitin. time of the patient,

which in turn helps to reduce congestion in the waiting

12
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rooms. The disa,'4,rant• e ge thi system is that the&

- amount of dentist i•Ue time can :becomo Very "'arde due. to

broken appointments, varying IUngths of 'ervlat i time

required for each patieot, and patients arriving-- l•p. for

their scheduled appointmenvs,

A I~iixed Block-Thdividual' App6intment System ii-'

tegrates aspects of both the indi-idu& and the blcck

appointment systems. This system schedules ,an• inttial

group of patients to arrive at the beginning of ,the clinic

session with others scheduled to arrive at intervals

throug-hitu the sessi-on. Theý patients- -are -not scheduled

with a specific dentist and are serviced on an earliest

arrival time or earliest appointment time basis. The

optimum scheduling system• for most clinical situations

falls somewhere withiin this ,iixed Block-Individual

Appointment System.

,Past Studies of Scheduling Systems

Probably the first scientist to analyze the problem

of scheduling patients analytically was D. V. Lindley
(Ref 6). His study considered the problem of a single

server with customers arriving sfinglyweete nevl

between arrivals and service time were distributed

according tuo general distribut~ions. Thit6 study was main-

ly concerned with the waiting times of the customers and

the development of i•he waiting tiae distribution for zýLy

13
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customer.
A study of the problemw<f scheduling -patients waS

accomplished by N. T. J. Bailey (Ref 2). He sdudied tb'k

effect of changing the size of the- initial groupin the

case of a ,Mixed Blockaj.IndiVidual Appointment System. A

Monte-Carlo simulation technique was- used to obtain the

average patient waiting time and the ,average doctor idle

time as a function of the size of the initial group of

patients scheduled. As Was expected, the results indicated

that the patient ,waiting time is an -increasing function of

'the size, o6f then nitWi~l grbu, Whil- tie d6toz• idl e

time is -a -decreasing- function 'of the size of the initial

group. Bailey also concluded that the average vwaiting

iimes are rather sensitive to small changes' -in the appoint-

ment interval.

A. Soriano made a comparison of two• appointment

-scheduling systems (Ref 14). He compar'ed the Individual

Appointment System with a new system re-ferred to as the

"Tw0-at-a-Time Appointment System." This latter system

merely schedules two patients at. each appointment time,

while -doubling the length of the appointment interval.

The comparis6n was accomplished in terms of the waiting

time distribution for the two syems.

Other studies have been accomplished in the area of

appointment scheduling, but they all seem to point to-

ward the same two previoudly mentioned factors: (1) 6n

efficient system, requires a balarnbe between patient

14
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waiting tike,, phyýSician idle time and the number of

.- patients scheduled and (2) this. balance can-be .achieved

with an adequately designed appointment s-cheduling

system.

1-5

€ ,I

N
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III. DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT DENTAL CLINIC OPERATIONS

The Dental Clinic is located within the USAF Medical

Ceiter, WPAFB, Ohio. The primary mission of the olinic

is to provide dental care for all active duty military

personnel stationed at WPAFB. They a-lso provide x-ray

rservice for dependents, a children's preventive dentistry

service and dental care for retired'military personnel

on an availability basis. All active duty military

•personnel stationed at WPAFB are required- to have--,an

ahnual do tal examination.. If spe-cific dental care. .is.

found to be required as a result of this examination it

is accomplished on subsequent appointments.

The taI Clini- itself has several specialized

Sections; such as oral hygiene, restorative dentistryp

periodontics, etc. During the data collection period

the clinic staff was made up of the following numbers

of personnel:

22 Staff Dentists

.6 Interns-

4 Resident Dentists

5 Dental Hygienists

1 Civilian Dental Hygienist

25 Dental Technicians

.5 Dental Laboratory Technicians

1 ýCivilian Laboratory Technician

1-3 Red Cross Volunteers

16
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Aipointment Scheduling and Clinic Routine

Each section in the Dental Clinic uses an in dividual

appointment system. The appointment scheduling for oral

hygiene and restorative dentistry is controlled at a

Akf central desk. All other sections keep their own appoint-

ment books and do their own scheduling of appointments.

--This research is limited to an analysis of the appoint-

ment scheduling system for restorative dentistry.

Scheduled appointments for restorations are acquired

either as a result of a dental examination or ai a

follow-up appointment. A patient flow cbart for the

annual dental examination is depicted in Fig. 1. If

i- •restorative wbrk is required, the patient is given a

45 minute appointment. Occasionally, a double appoint-

ment (90 minutes) is given when extensive work will be

required to complete the first appointment. A restora-

tive patient flow chart is depicted in Fig. 2. If further

restorative work is required followiiig the patient's

initial appointment, the patient receives another 45 or

90 minute appointment as specified by the dentist com-

pleting-the initial appointment. No other choice for

length of appointment is considered under the zresent

system. Clearly, if the time required to complete a

patient is less than the scheduled appointment length

(45 or 9Q minutes), it may result in large a:.tounts of

dentist idle time throuZhout the day. This may also be

17
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-I Patient enters clinic
"2 Checks, in at desk

I Patient called to
examining dentist's office

S Dentis• coompletes

Iten iinute examination

. I - Patient-takesI

If required, patient 1
r[ceives restorative I
and/or cleaning! appt.,

I Patient exits
clinic

Fig. 1. Annual Dental Examination Flow Chart

compounded by the fact that even though the dentist com-

pletes a patient early, he2 must await the arrival of his

next scheduled patient. Patients arriving prior to their

scheduled appointment time will normally be called as

soon as the dentist completes his present patient.

Occasionally the clinic desk attendants may become very

busy end fail to inform the dentist of an early patient

'arrival. This could result in additional dentist idle

time even though the patient is available.

During this study the restorative section 'of the

18
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"i Patient enters..clinio
.I .checksi at desk

I Patient called to
dentist's office

I Dentist completes 1 o
work ...

Patient takes,
S. record to desk

If required, patient
receives restorativeS and/or cleaning a ppt.

Patient ekcitsI _ _ _ _ _ _ i
Clinic

Fig. 2. Restorative Flow Chart

Dental Clinic was staffed with eight staff dentists, two

interns, and eight dental technicians. This number may

vary from time to time as a result of newly assigned

personnel, personnel being transferred, leaves, sickness,

etc. Four dentists, one internand four dental techni-F cians work from 0700 to 1300 hours each day. The remainder

of the staff works from 1300 to 1900- hours each day. This

provide's each dentist ;iith eight 45 minute time blocks

with patients scheduled on an individual basis. The

restorative section is divided into two separate work

shifts due to the lack of facilities to accommodate more

19
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than seven restorative dentists at one time'..

The individCal appOintment system is used by the

Dental Clinic for several reasons. This systemallows

each patient to be scheduled with the same dentist until

all required work has been completed. This is desirable

from a dentist's point of view since it provides each

dentist with the opportunity to monitor his previously

completed work. Since each patient's reaction to dental

treatment is slightly different, most of the dentists at

the Dental Clinic considei, that subsequent appointments

with the same patient are advantageous for a- variety of

reasons; such as the dentist is better able to antici- •

pate the patient''s reaction to treatment and the patient

is familiar with the dentist's method of treatment. It

is also assumed by the Dental Clinic staff that a patient

would prefer to be treated by the same dentist rather

than to see a different dentist,'.n each appointment.,

' Data Collection adAnalysis

. During an eight week period from 9 August 1971

through 30 September 1971, information conceirning patient

arrival time-,-patienit waiting time, restorative service

time, dentists' estimate of time require'd to complete

each patient, and other characteristics of the Dental

Clinic was collected at the Dental Clinic through the

use of two questionnaires (See Appendix A)'. The first

20



questionnaire was completed during each patient'sten

minute required annual examination. The second question-

naire -was completed during the patient's scheduled re-

storative appointment.. There- was approxinktely a-three

to four week wait between these two actiVities,, which

contributed to the large amotnt of time required to

complete the data collection.

Patient arrival times depend on a large number of

independent random variables and were assumed to be

normally distributed with respect to the scheduled

-.appointment. times. Patient mean arrival time for 4.5

minute appointmen'cs was 10.2-minutes before appointment

time with. a standard deviation- of 8.7 minutes. Patient

mean arrival time for 90 minute appointments was 11.8

minutes before-appointment time with a standard devia-

tion Of 11.1 minutes. The combined arrival pattern is

depicted ih Fig. 3. A Chi Square goodness of fit test

(Ref 1:109) confirmed the assumption of a normally dis-

tributed arrival pattern for each of these cases. The

test for the combined arrival pattern is included in

4ppendix B. The mean and standard deviation for the

combined sample were 10.4 minutes and 9.0 minutes

respectively.

The dentist service tiae was assumed to have a ga,,an

distribution based on provious studies cond cted by the

iNuffield irovincial Hospitals 2rust, the University of

Bristol and Bailey (Ref ,2:187). This assuwption was&
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Note - Each: time represents lower limit of class interval.

Fig. 3. Patient Arrival Pattern

verified by use of a computer program to conduct a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) goodness of fit test (Ref 12:47)

on the combined service times for 45 minute and 90 mintibe

appointments. A reference for the computer program and

results from the test are pre sented in Appendix C. The

combined dentlst see'vice time distribution is depicted

in Fig. 4.

The dentists' estimated service time Was also, assumed

to have a gamma distributiono The results fr'cm a Kolmo-

gorov-Sinirnov goodness of fit test are also contained in

Appendix C. Although the hypothesis was not accepted at

the .01 level of siznificance, the results wero considered

to be satisfactory to justify the use of this assumption
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in the simulation model. The dentists' estimated service

-/ timie (stribution is depicted in Fig. 5. With a mean of

40.8 minutes, the large-number of estimates at the 30

minute and 45 minute levels (shown in Fig. 5) could cause

a large difference-between-the actual distribution and

the gamma distribution at these points. The results from

the computer program for the K-S test verified this fact

since the only difference statistics which exceeded U

maximum allowable K-S statistic were those associated

with estimates atý the 30 minute and 45, minute levels. A

possible reason for this may have been a tendency on the

part of the dentists to round their estimates towards th.

30,minute and 45 minute levels. Although the results

from the gamma distribution are used, the actual distribu-

tion of the dentists' estimated service times is also

introduced into the simulation model and used to better

understand the differences produced. An analysis of the

data from the simulations indicated that the gamma dis-

tribution gave the most realistic results.

Data was also collected concerning the examining

dentists' estimate of the time required for each patient's

first restorative appointment. This required additional

work on the part of the examining dentist in that he was

required to indicate the specific work to be accomplished

and to estimate how long it would take another denti t to

complete the work. These estimates were compared with

the actual service time required for each patient and with

24



the estimates made by the dentist actually copjleting

the work. Examining dentists' estimates were acquired

in 58'out of a total of 178observations. In those cases

where the work accomplighed was ýh9 game as had been in-

dicated by the examining dentist (30 out 6f the 58 obser-,

vations)., the average estimate of the, service time required

to complete each patient was the same for both the exam-

ining dentist and the dentist actually accomplishing

the work (mean = 35.1 minutes),. This compared quite

favorably with the average service time required for each

p-ift -377.2• iuteS1. Kl:though. :aapproximately fif ty

per cent of the cases the work actually accomplished was

not the same as had been indicated by the examining

dentist, the examining dentists'- average estimate for

the 58 observations (mean = 37.4 minutes) compared quite

favorably with the actual service time (mean = 38.1

minutes) for these patients. A K-S goodness of fit test

verified each of these to have a ga1i1a distribution and

the test results are included in' Appendix C.

The dentists actually accomplishing the. restorations

did not always accomplish the work indicated by the exam-

ining dentist. Therefore, in orýer to allow complete flex-

ibility to the dentists actually accomplishing the restor-

ations, scheduling patient appoint"ments on an individu-al

basis (based on the aentists' estii.,.atuos) will be be..... ted

for follow-up appointments only. Phe exaLining dentists'
estimates will be utilized in scheduling initial

25
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Minutes

' Note - Each time represents lower limit of class interval.

Fig. 6. Difference Between Dentists' Estimate
of Restorative Jervice Time and Actual
-2kestorative Service Time For 2ach iatient

patients into a mixed block-individual type system. This

would require scheduling patients for their initial appoint-

ment during different clinic sessions than those scheduled

for follow-up appointments and will be discussed further

.in Chapter V.

The final distributions considered were the difzerence

betweenh the dentists' estimated service time and the

actual service time for each patient. The distribution

for the detntists' actually accoialishing the restorations

is depicted in F'ig. 6. It ":s assu:ed tobe nor:".'"lY

distributed and t.. u con'irL.%ed by a .i

Square goodness of fit test,. The test is included in
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Appendix. D. The mean and standard deviation' was--1.3

- minutes and 10.1 minutes respectively. The distribution

for the difference between the examining dentists'

estimated service time and the actual service time' for

each patient was also normally distributed with a mean

of -,8 minutes and a standard' deviation of 14.5 minutes.

Thus, the dentists underestimate slightly the service

time required for each patient.

Summary of Dental Clinia Statistics

A brief summary of the data collected at the Dental

Clinic is presented in Table I. The choice of appointment

length fcr each patient is restricted to either 45

minutes or 90 minutes. As can be seen from Table I, the

mean patient servide time is less than the scheduled

appointment length. During a six hour clinic, this

difference could result in large amounts of dentist idle!

time. It can also be seen from Table I that the mean

service time and the mean estimated service time (made by

the dentist actual•*y accomplishing the work) are fairly

close. While in most cases this is true (76;. of" the

estimates were within ten rminutes), it should be pointed

out that some estimatues ,,,,ere off by as much as thiirty

minutes or more (see Fig. 6). Since this factor canK cause Lae varianio..s in the sirz.ulJition results, it will

bo concidereci in the ?_:n'ly•is or 'he sdiuulation results.
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Table I

Dental Clinic Statistics *

ir i Length of Appointment
'D i s t r i b u t i o n _ ", , , . . . -

45 90- Combined 45
Minutes blinutes & 90 Minutes

Patient Mean l9.2min. bean 11.8min. Mean 10.4mmn.
Arrival
Time S.D. 8.7min. S.D. 11.1min. SZ.D. 9.0rin.

n=153.- n=25 li=i178

Patient Mean 14.2min. Mean '12.tin.5 Yi iean 14.0min.
Waiting-,Time •S.D. 10.1rain.:! S.D. 8.Ommn. S.D. 9.8mmn.

n=153 n=25 n=178

Actual Blean 37.2min. Mean 71.8m.n. Mean 42.1min.
Service
Time S.D. 10.1min. S.D. 19.3mtin. S.D. 17.8min.

n=153 n=25 n=178

Dentistý
Estimated Mean 35.1min. kean 75.8min. -Mean 40.8min.
Service S.D. 11.1min. "S.D. 13.7mmn. S.D. 18.2min.
Time

n=153 n=25 n=178

Examining
rentist Mean 37.4min.
'Estimated
Service S.,D. 12.8min.
Time n=58

* Actual
Service 1,ean 38.lmin.
Time For
Examining S.D. 12.3mn.
Dentist 58
Estimates n=r Results from data colltActed at Dental Clinic from 9

August 1571 to 30 September 1971. Each statistic•.s base'd on the nuzber of observations denoted by n.
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As can be seen from Table i, the average patient

"waiting time is approximately 14 minutes. Since the

patients' mean arrival time is ten minutes prior to

their scheduled appointment time, this indicates that

on the average each patient is called four minutes after

his scheduled appointment. time.. This waiting time is

considered.quite small in comparison with the waiting

time of other clinics at the WPAI'B M~edical Center.,

This factor is considered in analyzing the simulation

results and it is not expected to increase without

di-theri anf -increas-e -inth-e number of' ptioh being~

served or a decrease in the dentists" idle time.

29
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IV. THE SIMULATION MODELS

"Two different computer simulation progr. is were

used in this study and will be referred to 6 /simulation

model. A, and simulation model B. Each was written in

FORTRAN IV (rather than in a simulatijon ,language) in

.rde'r to *facilitate Unud-rstanding by any individual

with a basic computer programming background. Both

computer programs -Were written for use on the IBM-

360/40/G compater anrd may require some conversions if

a different computer is used. The computer simulation

programs were developed and debugged; -over -a period-of- -

approximately four weeks. Although there are many

possible alternative appointment scheduling systems

-which could, be tested by the simulation models., 'the

@actual number of systems tested was limited by the time

available for simulation. Should it become necessary

to simulate additional systems, both simulation program

packages can be obtained from ID-,r. Robert Bachert, WPAFB

(AIMRL/HES), ext. 54343. 1

The following is a brief explanation of 'the simu-

lation models.

Simulation Model A

Simulation model A simulates a Dental Clinic session

.of six ho-drs duration. It simulates one dentist 9cheduling

patient appointament ti:,ies according to his osti:.;te of

30
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the time required to complete each patient. A computer

S..- flow diagram and complete program are included in[1• - Appendix E. Since an individual appointment system

schedules each patient with a specific dentist, this

Ssimulation is of _isingle-server type queueing system.

Alternative available appointment lengths were introduced

-:ito- the computer simulation model and the results were

analyzed. -
-.- oBasic 4ssu-mption s

_Most simulation problems involve assumptions aboutrcertain aspects of the problem. The following assumptions

were~required in the development ofsimulation model A:

(1) The waiting room has sufficient space for an

unlimited buildup of the queue.

°(,) The patient arrival distribution is not affected

by the queue length, i.e., patients don't turn away when

the queue lenigth is longi

(3) Patients will be selected from the queue on an

earliest appointment time basis.

(4) Dentists will not intentionally overestimate

the service time required for-each patient in order to

insure more than sufficient time to complete each patient.

(5) Service time does not vary between dentists.

Although this factor probably does not hold, the small

number of patients seen (from 5 to 10 per clinic session)

will allow some variance withoutadversely affecting
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,the, results of the simulation.

(6) The IBM 360 pseu oraniomhnUixber generator

generates perfectly random humbers.

j '-Starting Conditions:

The .simulation model starts at time = 0 minutes and

the first appointment is-scheduled: for: ti -=--6 minutes.

h& •entist is considered to be available and begins

Tpervice at time = 65 minutes. This provides five min-
'-I

utes at the beginning of each clinic session to prepare

for the firat. Aatient or for the possibility 6t a late

dentist arrivai.

Time"FIow Llechanitm

The computer program must be written in such a way

that it moves the model through simulated time, causing

events to occur in the proper order and with a proper

time interval between successive events. The method used

in this simulation is a form of the variable increment

method (Ref 8:158). Total time available for scheduling

patient appointments is 360 minutes. Each patient's

appointment length is subtracted from the time available.

The simulated day ends when there is no more time dVail-

able to schedule more patients or when the remaining

time is less than the sma)lest available appointment

length.
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Process Generitors

.i The process generators are the mechanisms by which

the variables involved in a simulated, system are repre-

r sented. The 'variables used in this model Were estimated

; Sexviae times, patient arrival times and estimated minus

actual service times.

Estimated Service tmes. The method ofJ7aenerating

random estimated service -times:.utilized the uniform dis-

tribution of numbers betvw46u 0 and 1. A computer sub-

routine. computes the cumulative distributions of 100

-points: -between- 5 minutes. and -95 -minutes, of a gamma-

probability density function with shape parameter = 5.0143

and' scale parameter = 8.1374. The cumulative distribution

and associated times are presented in Table 11. A random

number was generated and the appropriate estimated service

time was determined from the associated cumulative dis-

tribution interval. The distribution was limited to

values between five minutes and ninety-five minutes since

there were no observed estimates less than five minutes

or greater than ninety-five minutes. The actual distri-

bution of estimated service times was also introduced into

the simulation model and the results from each of these

distributions Were compafed and' analyzed. The' -actual

distribution and associated times are presented in Table

TlII. The dentists' estimates were to the nearest five

minutes. The large intervals at the 30 minute, and 45

minute levels are an indication of the large number of
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Table I I

E6timated Service 'Time (Gaiama) Distribution

Service Service .Service
Time cum. Time Cum. Time Cum.

(mrin.) dist. (min.) dist. ((min.) dist.

5.00 .0004 35.91 .4486 65.91 .9049
5.91 .0009 36.82 .4699 66.82 .9109
6.82 .0017 37.73 .4909 67.73 .9165
7.73 .0029 38.64 .5116 68.64 .9218
8.64- .0046 39.55 .5319 69.55 .9268
9.55 .0069 40.45 .5519 70.45 .9316

10.45 .0100 41.36 .5714 71.36 .9360
11.36 .Q013 42.-27 .p5905 7.7 9Q

12.27 -0-86 43.18 .6091 7-.18 ,9441
13'.18 .0243 44.09 .6272 74.09 .9478
14.09 .0311 45.00 .6447 75.00 09513
15.00 .0390 45.91 .6618 75.91 -. 9546
15.91 .0479 46.82 .6783 76.82 .9577
16.82 .0580 47.73 .6942 77.73 .9605
17.73 .0692 48.64 .7097 78.64 .9632-
18.64 .0815 49.55 .7245 79.55 .9658
19.55 .0949 50.45 .7388 80.45 .9681
20.45 .1093 51.36 .7525 81.36 .97U3
21.36 .1247 52.27, .7657 82.27 .9724
22.27 .1410 53.18 .7784 83.18 .9743
23,18 41583 54.09 ,7-905 84.09 .-9761
24.09 .1761 55.00 .8021 85.00 .9778
25.-00 .1951 55.91 .8132 85.91 .9794
25.91 .2145 56.82 .8238 86.82 .9809
26082 .2345 57.73 .8339 87.73 .9822
27 73 .2549 58.64 .8435 88.64 .9835
28.64 .2758 59.55 .8526 89.55 .9847

.29-55 .2971 60.45 .8613 90.45 .985830.45 .3185 61.36 .8696 91.36 .9869
31.36 .3402 62.27 .8774 92.27 .9878
32.27 .3620 63.18 .8849 93.18 .9887
33.18 .3831- 64.09 .8919 94.09 .9895
34.09 .4055 65.00 .8986 94.99 .9903
35`00 .4271
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Table III

Estimated Service Time (Actual) Distribution

Service Service Service
Time Cum. Time Cum. Time cum.

(min.) -dist. (min.) dist. (ii.)" dist.

10 .0112 40 .6467 70 .9040
15 .0337 45 .8152 75 .9217
20 i1180 50 .8486 80 .9383
25 .1573 55" .8593 85 .961930 .3876 60 .8711 90,,' .9943
35 .4724 65 .8875 95 .9999

L5 estimates at these times. Also, these estimates may be

Sbiased toward a forty-five miniute and nhihty ti

appointment scheduling system-since they were made while

this-type of scheduling system was in effect. From a
comparison of Tables II and III (especially at the thirty

minute and forty-five minute levels), a random number

would be expected to generate smaller values from Table

III than from Table II. These factors were considered in

analyzing the simulation results.

Patient arrivaltimes. Each patient's arrival time

was determined by subtracting a normally distributed

variate with an expected value of -10.4 minutes and a

standard deviation of 9.0 minutes from the patient's

scheduled appointment time. The IBM 360 subroutine GAUSS

was-used to generate this variate. The normal distribution,--

was truncated at - 20 minutes and + 45 minutes, which

assured that more than 995o of the possible arrival times
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(from theoretical distribution)' were being included in

- ... the simulation model. These limits compare favorably with

the data collected at the Dental Clinic since there were

no petient arrivals earlier than 45 minutes before

appointment time or later than 20 minutes after appoint-

ment time.

Service times. The service time required for each

patient was determined by subtracting a normally dis-

tributed variate with an expected value of - 1.3 minutes

and a standard deviation of 10.1 minutes from the-

restimatedz service- tImez-for--that patients -As- -beforej the-

variate was gererated through the use of the subroutine
GAUSS.

Output Format

The computer output format for the results of each

simulated schedule is depicted in Fig. 7. Five alternative

appointment scheduling systems were simulated and are

designated by the appointment system. The specific avail-

able appointment lengths for each simulated run are de-

signated by the "schedule". The -following abbreviations

were used in the output format and are explained in

Appendix E:

NP - Number of patients.
DIT - Dentist idle time.
DBT - Dentist busy time.
PWT1! - Patient waiting time.
DAVAL - Dentisi availability time.
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APPOINTI~ENT- SYSTEM~ X (SO~iEbULE)

- NP DIT DBT PWT DAVAL

.xx xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

(Lists results from
forty simulated days)

'•"xx ixx.'x xxx.'X xxx i'x j•x._x

K
f

03, ANS xx,.x xxxox XXX*x xix.x

SMEAN PATIENT ARRIVAL TI1•E = xx.x

Fig. 7. Output Format For Simulation Yodel A

Each alternative appointment scheduling system was simulated

for both 20 and 40 clinic sessions, Although the results

from the forty runs were used, a comparison of the average

results for the different sized runs showed little difference

in the average figures., The average number of patients

scheduled was within one tenth, the average patient waiting

time within one minute and the average dentist idle time

within three minutes. The total for each of the above

variables are listed io"' oach of the simulated days.

[ .3
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Following the last day the average figures 'or the forty

..- runs are printed out.

Also included in the output is the mean patient

arrival time. for the forty qimulated clinic sessions.

This was used as an aid in validatinpg the simulation

model and compared quite favorably with the expected

value of the patient arrival time distribution. As was

stated by IMize and Cox (Ref 8:164), "A computer simulation

model is considered valid if it produces results that

are very close to the results that would be produced by

the.• real-world- -sys-st~em, the. €omp~uter -mode! is. suppos~ed to.

represent." Further validation was accomplished by

checking the results for each simulated day to assure

that the model did not schedule more or fewer patients

thbn the time period would allow, i.e., if the simulated

schedule was for 45 minute and 90 minute appointments the

number of patients scheduled should not be fewer than

four or more than eight for any giv,.An day. This minimum

or maximum number of patients scheduled was not exceeded

for any of the simulated days. These validation results

assured that simulation model A was acceptable for the

purpose of this thesis.

Simulation l.odel B

Simulation model B wus originally written and used
in a study of the appointment scheduling system for the

OB-GYN Clinic at the i10AFB i'.edical Center (iýef 4). A

complete computer flow diagram and ýrogram can 'be found
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in Appendix C of Outpatient Scheduling, ASimulation

Approach (Ref 4). Two changes in the computer simulation

program-were necessary to allow for its use in this study.

The first change was to.,allow no walk-in patients during

the simulated period. This was necessary since the

SDpntal Clinic treats walk-in patients on an availability

basis only. The second change was concerned with the

number of dentists available during the:.simulated clinic -

sessionsi In the original model a random number of

doctors (from one to six) was generated every thirty

L-imnutes-i- The- programt-was:-changed-so that a fttxed;- number

of dentists (from one to ten) weald be available through-

out the entire simulated clinic session. Both changes

required only minor corrections to the original program.

Simulation model B was also :Iodified so that patients

scheduled for their initial appointment received an

appointment length based on the examining dentists

estimate of the service time required to complete, each

patient. A -copy of this modified program is included in

Appendix F.

Simulation model B utilizes the patient arrival times

and service times developed in Chapter III to simulate

the conditions existing at the Dent-U Clinic during this

study. By fixing the number of dentists at one and

varying both the number of patients tnd the time interval

between -appointments, the simulated results can be com-

pared with the actual results (developed in Chapter III)
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from.,the'appointment sosduling System being used -dging

t " his, study. The, mo&del also 'has ýthe o,'apbbilkty• of sim"-

ulating a ,Mixed Block- ldivi ual apphoi m6it e sohedulin
systein. The .number .of dentists -6_ani ýbed f ixed -& •eaterý

than--one and again the numb~er of patients .ad te•t

interval-betweeni appointments can, be Var~ied. With this

system the patients are not scheduledtwk#haspecific

dentist and are seen on an earliest arrival time basis.

The Dental Clinic could utilize this type appointment

scheduling system by scheduling p'atients for their initial
zappointmen- -on- -differen. days than. those sche~duled for

follow-up'appointments. This -should not cause'any par-

ticularscheduling problems and actually would be desir-

able if all follow-up, appointments were to be scheduled

according to the dentist's estimate nf the service time

required to complete each patient. An Indivi-dual appoinu--

ment system would be used for :all follow-up appointments

and either an Individual or a 1Mixed Blonk-Individual

appointment system could be used for all patients on their

initial appointment,

Basic AssumDtions

The following list of assumptions was required in

t' th.e development of simulation model B. Several of these

assumptions (in quotation marks) are the sa~me as were re-

quired in the Original model (Ref 4:33) and- others coincide

with the assumptions used in simulation mode)l A.
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(1) "The waiting room has sufficient space for an,

- unlimited buildup of the queue."

(2) "Arrival distribution is not affected by the

queue length, i.q., patients don't turn away when the

queue length is long."

(3). Service t'ime does not vary between dentists.

As was discussed in model A, a small variance will not

adversely affect the simulation results because of the

small number of patients seen by each dentist during a

clinic session.

1-4): When the. number of dentists being simulatedis,

greater than one, patients will not refuse to :see a

"particular dentist in order to wait for another.

(5) "Patients will be selected froin the queue on

an earliest arrival time basis."

(6)"The IBM 360 pseudorandom number generator

generates perfectly random npybers."

tarting Conditions ahid Time Increment

As with model A, simulation model B starts at time

4 0 minutes and the first appointments are scheduled for

time = 60 minutes. All denti'ts'are considered to be

available and begin service. -at time = 65 minutes. This

provides five -minu-es at the beginning of each clinic

:session to prepare for the first patient Or for the

possibility, of a. late dentist arrival. In regard to the

scheduling systems simulated in Chapteo V, time 60
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"0 minutes simulates-070Q1hours.

-A form of the variable incremen!1method is again

used for the advancement of simulation time. Simulaticn

model B advances from oneevent to the next on the basis

of the earliest event time. As soon as a dentist "Corpletes

one pat-ient, the next patient to beserviced is the one

with the earliest arrival time.

Process. Generators -

The variables used in simulation model B were patient

~~ax'ri~~a1 ~~±me-, x-wU1nibg` dentit'etmae e~~

tijme,• actual restorative service times and examining

dentists' estimated minuz, actual service times. Patient

arizval times were generated in the same manner as was

utilized, in simulation model A.

Examining dentists, -estimated service times. The

method of generating random examining dentisjk, estimated

service times utilizedthe uniform distribution of

itimbers between 0 and 1. A. computer subroutine computes

the cumulative distributions of 100 points betweenr 15

minutes and 90 minutes of a; gamma probability density
4,.

function with shape parameter = 8.4772 and scale parameter

= 4.4135. The cumulative distribution and associated

times are presented in Table IV. The distribution was

limited to values betw•,en fifteen minutes and ninety

mtutes since there were no estimates less than fifteen

iJLi~tes or greater -than ninety minutes.
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_. 0, Table IV /

Examining Dentists'
Estimated SerVice Tire (Gamma) Distribution

Estimated Estimated Estimated
Service Service Service

Time cum. Time Oum. Time cum.
(min.) dist\, _(min.) dist. (min.) dist.

15.00 .0143 40.75 .6431 65.75 .9726
15.75' 03088 41.51 .6635 66.51 .9751
16.51 .0241 42.27 .6831 67.27 .9773
17.27 .0305 43.03 .70Z! 68.02 .9794
18.03 .0380 43.78 .7202 68.78 .9813
18.78 .0466 44.54- .7377 69.54 .9830
19.54 .0564 45.30 .7544 70.30 .9846

-9.20.30 .0674 46;06 .7703 71.06 .9860
2a06 . 0796 - 46;8I -17854- -71.:82 - 9874•

S21.81 .0932 47.5-1 .7999 72.57 .9886
22.57 '1079 ' 48.33 .8135- 73,.33 .9897
23.33 .1239 49.09 .8265 74.09 .9906
24.09 .1410 49.84 .8387 74.84 .9916
24.84 .1593 50.60 i8503 '15.60 .9924
25.60 .1787 51.36 .8612 76.36__-_ .9931.
'25.36 .1990 52.12 .8714 77.12 .9938
27.12 .2202 52.87 .8810 77.87 .9944
2-27.87 .2422 53.63 .8900 78.63 .9950
28.63 _-.2650 54.39 .8985 79.39 .9955
29.39- -. 2883 55.15 .9064 80.15 .9959
30.15 .3121 55.90 .9137 8C.90 .9963
30.90 .3363 56.66 .9206 81.66 .9967
31.66 .3609 57.42 .9270 82.42 .9970
32.4-2 .3855 58.18 .9329 83.18 .9973
33.18 .4103 58.93 .9384 83.93 .9976
33,*93 .4350 59.69 .9435 84.69 .9979
34.69 .4596 60.45 .9483 85.45 .9981
35.45 .48.41 -61.21 .9526 86,.-21 .99U3
36.21 .5082 61.96 .9567 86.96 .9985
36.96 .5319 62.73 .9604 0-.72 .9986
37.72 .5553 63.48 ..9638 88.48 .9988 1-"\38.48 , 64.24 .9670 89.24 .9989
39.24 L,,04 64.99 .9699 89.99 .9990
39.99 .6221
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Service times. The method''of generating random

Sservice, times utilized the uniform distribution of numbeks
between 0 and. 1. This is the same 16&thodbused- to generate

estimated service times in simulation model A. A computer

subroutine computes the cumulative distributions of 100

points between 10 minutes and.100 minutes of a gamma

probability density function With shape parameter =,5.5836

and scale parameter-= 7.5381. The cumulative distribution

and associated times are presented in Table V. A random-

number was generated to determine the appropriate service

time. The distribuftion was limited to values between 10

minutes and 100 minutes since there were no observed

sfirvice times less than 10 minutes or greater than 100

minutes.

The service time for each patient (whose appointment

length was based on the examining dentists' estimate') was

determined by subtracting a normally distributed variate

.with an expected value of -. 8 minutes and a standard

deviation of 14.5 minutes from the ix~mining dentists'

estimated service time for that patient.

I,,
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Table V

Service Time (Gamma) Distribution

service Service Service
Time Cum. Time Cur. Time cum.
(mii.ý) diet. (min.) diet. (miin.e) diet.

10.00 .0048 40.91 .5299, 70.91 .9312
10.91 .0070 41.82 .55,03- 711.82 .9358
11.82 .0100 42.73 .5703 72.73 .9492
-12.1 0.0137 43.64 .58-9 " ,36_4- .94:43.
13.64 .0182 44.54 .6088 74.54 .9481
14.54 .0237 45.45 .6273 75.45 .95'17
15.45 .,Q301 _4:6,36 .645.3 1-6.36 ..9551-

6-76 .0376 ,7.27 .6628 17-27 .9582
17.27 .0461 48.18 .6797 78.18 .961218.118 .0558 49.09 .6960,' 79.09 .9640
19.09 .0666 50;.00 .7118 80.00 .9665

" 20.00 ,074 50.91 .7269 80.91 .9689
20.91 .0914 51.82 .7415 81.82 .971221A82 .1054 52.73 .7556 82.73 .9733
22.73 .1204 53.64 .7690 83.64 .9752
23 -64 .1364 '54.54 .7819 84.54 .9771
24.54 .1533 55.45 .7942 85.45 .9788
25.45 .1711 56.36, .,060 86.36 .9803
26.3S6 .1897 57.27 .8173 87.27 .9818
27.27 .2089 56.18 .8280 88.18 .9832
28.18 .2288 59.09 .8382 89.09 .9844
29.09 .2493 60.00 .8479 90.00 .9856
30.00 .2702 60.91 .8572 90.9.1 .9867
30.91 .2915 61.82 .8659 91.82 .9877
31.82 .3131 . 62.73 .8742 92.73 .9887
32.73 .3350 63.64 .8821 93.64 .9895
33.64 .3570 N\64.54 .8895 - 94.54 .9903
3"4.54 .3790 '55.45 .8966 95.45 .9911
34'i 45 .4011 66.36 .9032 96.36 .:9918
36.36 .421s 67.27 .9095 97.27 .9924
37.27 .4449 68.18 .9154 98.18 .993038.18 .4666 69.09 .9210 99.09 .9936
39.09 .4880 70.00 .9262 99.99- .9941
40.00 .5091

i i l, i i i . i , .
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-Outpui-Pormat

The computer output format for the results of each,

simulation run is depicted in Fig. 8. Each alternative

appointment system was simulated over 25 clinic sessions.

APPOINTMNTtSYSTEM X~ (RUN Y-)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME = xxix
AVERAGE LENGTH OF IDLE TIME xx.xx
-iVERAGE: DENTIST IDLEITITE = -xx.xx
I AN EARLY AT* OF PATIENT = Xx.xx
iEAN SERVICE TIIJE xXkxx

SLENGTH O F- 7 CLINICAO L -SESSIDO N - jxx -xFNUiBER OF WALK-IN PATIENTS = xx
NU0BER, OF DEINTISTS AVAILABLE = xx.xx

INDIVIDUAL. WAITING 2TIiiES

UPPER OBS. PERCEN T CUTIULATIVL
• •LI'MIT FREQ. OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5.

15.
20.
25.
30.
35.
40.
45.
50.
55.
60.

OVER 60.

*AT = Arrival -T-i-me

Fig, 8', Output Format For Simulation iode1 B
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S The run number designates the particular clinic session

- being simulated. A ocmbined output is prbduced._at. the-

end of the 25 runs with each appointment system. The

combined output presents average figures from the pre-

vious 25 runs and the individual waiting times• are cuMr-

Ulative figures combining the results of the individual

runs. Entries for patient arrival time and service

time are recorded as zeros in the combined output. The

Scumulated output for each-of the simulated appointment

systems (1-T27)- utilized by simulation moddl'B are contain-,

ed~ihAppendixG.

Each output contains the mean value for both the

patient arrival times and the service times. These were

used as an aid in validating the simulation model and

-compared quite favorably with the expected values of

the patient arrival time distribution and the service

"time distribution. Also, each output was checked to

assure that -• walk-in patients were considered and

that the number of dentists- available during each of therI 25 simulated'clinic sessions was the same as-had been

-specified for that particular appointment system. The
final test of validation was the'simulation of the

appointment system being used 'during this study. This

System is approximated by appointment system 5 in

Chapter V. The simulation results revealed an average

patient waiting time -of 13.7 minutes for the 25 simulated

runs. This compared quite favorably with the 14 minute
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average patient waiting time developed in Chapter III.

S-- 4This syStem was expected to produce large amounts of

dentist t-£dle time and the ,simulated results indicate

an average dentist idle time of 56 minutes for the 25

simulated rUns. The above validation results assured

that the simulation model was acceptable for the purpose

- • of this thesis. -.
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V. ALTERNATIVE APPOINTOeNT SCHEMULING: ZSYSTEV&MS

An "ideal" appointment scheduling system would be

one in which each patient's arrival time coincided exact-

ly with the completion time of the previous patient.

Due to the varying lengths of service time required for

eaoh. patient and the unpunctuality of patient arrivals,

this "ideal" system is impossible to attain. Assuming a

dentist. .can service.only a specbifie-number of patients

within a given amquint of time, the search for an efficient

appointment scheduling system ila centered around the ob-

.. e-6-itioes of scheduling the maximum number of' patients

while attempting to minimize both dentist idle time and

patient waiting time. It should be recognized that these

are conflicting objectives and that a balance between each

must be soUgbt.'f'

Individual Appointment SYstem

Scheduling patients for their initial appointment

during a particular clinic session poses the problem of

how many patients to schedule and at what time intervals.

With an individual appointment scheduling system, each

dentist works individually with a specified number of

patients. This type of system can be sii.ulated using

simulation model B and fixing the number of dentists at

one. There are an infinite number of alternative

appcintment systems which could be tested by the, simula-

tion model. The choice of appointment systems• to be
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tested was based on knowledge of the characteristicsb Of

the Dental Clinic, practicality of administering the

appointment system and personal judgment.

The following abbreviations are used as an aid in

presenting some of the simulation results in conjunction

with the various appointment systems being simulated.

PWT - Patient waiting time. The number of minutes

a patient would be required to wait before being called

for his Appointment. The numberpresented with each

simulated appointment system is the average pitient

Sa n time for the 25 simulated clinic sessions.

fDIT - Dentist idle time. The number of minutes

during a clinic session in which a dentist must await the

arrival of his next-patient. The number presented with

each simulated) appointment system is the average dentist

idle time for the 25 simulated clinic sessions.

the start of a clinic session until the last patient is

completed. The number presented With each simulated

appointment system is the average clinic length for the

25 simulated sessions.

Alt4hough there are 360 minut'esavailable during a

six hour clinic session, the simulated clinic lengths

-. varied from thirty to forty minutes from one simulated

session to the next. There are thr~e :uain reasons why

a particular clinic session m'ight exceed 360 minutes.
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One reason would be, scheduling more patients than can be-

- serviced during ,a-six hour clinic . Such a :system woibild

usually, re alt in an 'ncrea-se in PWFT and a decrease in •

DIT. A seOjonA& ree*06zi: d be a combination -of late

patient arrival times and'greater than average service

Stime required for eachý patient. This could cause the

time to.• Wild up during the clinic session and very likely

exceed 360 minutes. The third: reason pertains to -he

soheduled appointment time for the last patient or

Lpatients. Whenev 5ne or mdre patients is scheduled,
for an appointment within one hour: f rpo-A tho end-, 6f the -

,cl:inio sessi6n, several of the 25 simulated clinic

Sessions Will exceed 360 minutes in length. This results

(,from the simulation model accepting patient arrivals as

late as twenty minutes after scheduled appointment times

and generated service times as long, as 100 minutes. Thus,

anverage clinic length of approximately 360 minutes or

less would be desirable in Order to assure that all

scheduled patients can be completed during the clinic

session.

The number of patients to be scheduled for one

dentist during a six hour clinic is nearly deterministic.

With`-imean service time of 42 minutes and a standard

deviation of approximately 18 minutes,, the average service

time for e.ach patient may vary by several minutes. Even

so,, the maximum number of patients which can be expected

to be serviced during a six hour clinic should not exceed
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nine. Table VI outlines the first eight appointment

systems that were simulated. The number of patients

scheduled varied from nine to six and various appoint-

ment intervals were used. Presented'below Table VI are

the average results from the 25 simulated runs for each

appointment system.

Appointment system one scheduled nine patients at,

40 minute intervals and was clearly'nsatisfactory. As

was expected the average clinic length far exoeeded'the

360 minutes available. Appointment system two scheduled
eiKt -PAi-ditb- lit- -45 miziiute ihitdrVaI§- aii t ui d iii n a

average clinic length of 372 minutes. Although the

Dental-Clinic wduld- rather not schedule eight patients

with a dentist during a six hour clinic, a check of the

Dental Clinic records for the months of October and

November (1971) indicated that some dentists had been

scheduled with eight patients. Most of the dentists in

the restorative section of the- Dental Clinic consider

eight patients to be. more than~ can be efficiently served

during a six hour clinic. The figures appear to sub-

stantiate this claim since an average clinic length of

•' 2 minutes was required to service the eight patients

simulated for-appointment system two. Appointment

system three also scheduled eight patients but decreased

'the 'appointment interval to 40 minutes. The simulated

results indicated an average clinic length of 356 minutes,

however the average patient waiting time increased to
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Tab2.e, V1'
(1 Dentist)

Alternative Appointment Systems (1-8)

Number of Patients Scheduled

Appointment System
Time, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7- j 8'

'\0700 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
0740 . 1
0745 1 1 1 1
0750
0820 1 1
0830 1 2: 1
0840 1
0900 2. i
0915 1 1 1 1 1
0930 2
0940 2 1
1000 1 1 1 1
1020 1 2. 1
1045 1 1 1 1
2o00 2 1
1110 1
4130- 1 1 1 1
1140 1 1
1200 1
1215 1 1 1 1
'1220 2

9 8 8 7 7 7 6 6

Minutes

PWT 28.5 21.11 31.1 18.5 13.7 12.3 7.31 7.4

DIT 124.6 24.5 7.7 19.7 55.8 41.2,105
Clinic
Length 397 372 356 328 364 349 356 347
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131 minutes. This ±8 more -than twice the amount of waiting-

time ejcpbriehced'-by,,patients during the-,data collection,

ýpe~riod.

Appoi~ntmr.n.t systems tour and five each schedule

seven patients at-45 mi~nute' intervals, with one'patient

sOhedule'd for a 90 minute appointment. The total service

time. of 3.08- minutes:: qixd to copet~l paiets

oy copletatinig thal-l seven lii 1nth ppit

ment system four clearly provides the~ greatest assurance

seson. This -system- ýschedules the last patient-for a

90 miniute appointmen-tand the simulated results. indicate

an average_ plinic let~igth of 328 minutes. -Although the

patient waiting time 4s -slightly higher with this system,

the- average )DIT and aver~age clinic length are much- less,

tdha those~ associated with app6intment system -five'.

_Appointmetsysýtem five is approximately the system-being

-used: during this study. When -seven patients Were
-Scheue, the ap ntment- interval was 45 minuteswih

L one -patienit qoheduled for -a.90 mninute appointment,. The
s±bnulated resuilts indicate anavre VToapoxmtl

14 minu~te6s~ ard aDI averag flTof 56 miri.,.tes,, The a~verage

olint 1engh o' N64, minutes resulted, from schedu~linCg the-
qb~t -pati~ept 45 minutes6 from- the ezid of the' clini son.

ApJnnt in ste6&v six -altozohedii-led -seven rpati:-ents but-

increa-sed thp. appqijntmeit -intarval to. fifty minutes be--
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tween each patient. The average results for this system

- show wa decrease in each of the areas being, considered

and indicates -a definite improvement over appointment

system five.

Appointmeiit systems seven and• eight- each schedule

Six patients at 45 minute intervals, witk, two patients'

receivinga 90 minute appointment. The average results

from, the 25 Zimulated runs indicate" no probl6m- in com-

pleting six patients dtring a six hour clinic, session.

in comparison with the first six systems, the PWT for

- these, systems; decreased -whi-le the- -DI-T-,increased sub.

stantially. The results from the first eight simulated

systems appeam' to indicate that seven -patients per

dentist can easily be serviced during a six hour clinic
session. Eight patients scheduled at forty minute

'ihterval's can al.6o be seen, however an average patient

'waiting time of approximately 31 minutes would be ex-

pected. IWhile, this may be true for an individual appoint-

'mue_ scheduling system (in which each patient is ischeduled

- -for his- initial appointment), "it may not hold for a

coinpleteIy different type of scheduling system. Ihis-•"

,topibi-will -be discussed in the next section.

"Ni!:-xd Block-Individual.A ointment ý.Sstem,

-- " 1 iints scheduled for their initial appointment

would not necessarily have to, be scheduled on an individual
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basis with-a specific dentist. curing thoss:clinic

I Bsessionsin which each patient is scheduled for his

initial appointment, a Mixed Block"Individual appjointment

system could be used. This type appointment schedulin'g

:system can be simulated using simulation-model B. Al-

though each patient has an appointment time, he does

"not have a -specific appointment length. Patients are

then servicedf on an earliest arrival time basis. The

number of dencists available will be fixed• at three,

four, or five. The number of patients'-and the appoint-

ment intervals will be varied and th& simulation results
//

analyzed.

Table VII outlines appointme'nt systems nine through

thirteen. Each of these systems schedulos 32 patients

with four dentists. The average results from the 25

simulated r-ns for each of the appointment systems are

presented below Table VII. The efficiency cf the Liked

Block-Individual system over the Individual system is

brought out by a comparison of the results for appoint-

ment systems nine and two. Bach of zhese- systems schedule

one patient per dentist at 45 minute intervals. The

average results from system nine show a decrease in both

'the patient waiting time and the dentist idle time of

-approximately 9 minutes comipared with the results for the

individual system. Alt.houg the average clinic length

is slightly longer (4 minutes) for appointment systemViine, it should be pcimed out that this represents the

r '56
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44

Alteirnative AtpQin-rnent Systems (9-13)
-A / (.... -..; .Numoer1-f .Patients Sohe~uled

S" " Apointrment System;

S10" 11 12 13
AP00 -4 4 4 4 6

`4 - 5
S0800 5
082,0 4

S-0830 4 4 4
0900,, 4 6
-0915 4 5 5
""0940' 4
1000 , 4 4 4-5
1020 4
1045 4 5 4
1100 4 6
1130 4 5 4
1140 4
1200.,,, 2 4
i215 -4

32- 32 32 32 32

____Minutes

C // WT 12.5 24.1 25.1 22.0 22.6

DIT 15.2 2.9 3.2 4.1 C.1

Clinic
Length 376 363 364 365 366
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completion time for the last patient and does not represent

-' the time-'reqaired for each dentist to complete his last

patient (which is characteristic of the Individual system).

The results for appointment system nine indicate an

average clinic length of 376 minutes which is slightly

longer than desirable. The average results for appoint-

ment systems ten through thi~rteen indicate the last .

patient would be completed in slightly-more than 360;

"minutes, however, the average patient waiting time would

be between 22 and 25 minutes. Although this' is notan

excessive if6 Ehia±t of 'patlit Vditing. tiii6, 'it' h:ighbiý

than the 14 minutes being encountered by each patient

during thiz data collection period. Thus, appointment

system fourteen through nineteen schedule four dentists

with either 30 patients or 28 patients. These systems

are butlined in Table VIII along'with the average results

indicated. The average results inPicate that each of

these systems would be acceptable in regard to the average

clinic length, since each is approximately 360 minutes

or less. Appointment systems fourteen and fifteen each

schedule 30 patients with sjstem fourteen clearly showing

the "best" balance between patiefnt waiting ti-meand

dentist idle time. This systera s6hedules four patients

eviry 45 minutes, with the last two scheduled one hour

from the er-3 oý the clinic soesion.

Appointment systems sixteen throu6h nineteen each

schedule 28 patients with four dentists and the results

58
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Table VIII
(4 Defitists),

/Alternative Appointment Systems (14-19)
Number :of Patients Scheduled

G)Appointment-Sysitemo 'time 14 1... 15 1 6 iz7 ... 1:8 .I19
K 0700 4 -4' 4 4 4 4-] -•0740-.. 4 - 3,

0745 4 4, 3[I:0,750 4V
0820 4
0830 4 4 4

0900 4 3
0915 4 4 .3
Q939 4
0940 4-, 4
1000: 4 4. 4
1020 4 4 3
104,5 4 4 3

'"1100 4 4 4
" 1110 4[ 1130 4 4 4

1140 2 3
1200 2 4
1215 ----

30 30 28 28 28 28.

X iinutes

-PWT 12.;6 22.4 12.9 7.5 6.6 12.0

DIT 15.7 3.2 13.4 34.9 42.2 16.5'
clinicLength,, 361 348 332 353 363 . 335
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present several possible trade-offa. Appointment systems

sixteen and nineteen provide the "best' balance between

FPT and DIT, however, the average clinic length for each

- - of these systems indicate that the last-patient would be

completed approximately 25,minixtesgbefore the end of the

clinip session. Should it be a specific objective of

the Dental•Clinic, these two. systems Wovid••_re•• h

-.dentist-with approximately 25 minutes or more at the. end

of each clinic session to see em~ergency patients or walk-

in patients. With a specific objective of decreasing

PWT, appointment system seventeen scheduleo four patients

every fifty minutes and the average results indicate a

PWT'of 7.5 minutes with-an' associated DIT of '35 minutes.

A comparison of the average results for system sixteen

with those of system four and for system seventeen with

those of system six will again point out the efficiency

of the Mixed Block-Individual appointment scheduling

system, over the Individual system. Each of these com-

parative systems schedules the same number of patients

per dentist at the same time intervals, with both the

average PWT and DIT being approximately six-minutes less

with the Mixed Block-Individual system.

The number of dentists available at the Dental Clinic

may vary from time to time due to ney~ly assigned personnel,

leaves, sickness, etc. The above type appointment

scheduling system was also simulated for both five dentists

60
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Table IX
(5 Dentists,).

.AlternativeAppointment Systems (20-23)

Number of Patients Scheduled&

"Appointment System
Time 20 21 , 22 23

55 5 , ,, ,_

__ 5~ 5

0750', 54'- 5:

0.830" 55--- •l

09005
,0915 : 5 5

0940 5

1000 5
1020 5 5
1045 5 5 If
1100 5
1110 5
11-30 5 5
1,140 5

1200 5
1215

40 40 35 35

r.inutes

PWT 13.3 22.6 10.0 5.9

DIT 15.5 4.5 15.0 38 7

L, Clinic 377 365 331 354

Length33135
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Table X
"- (3 Dehtists)

Alternative Appointment, Systems (24-27)

Number of -Pat•eWts- Scheduled

Appvinimlent- System __

Time 24 ---2~5-26 27
~--o7.---- "- 3 3 3

0740 3
-0745 3 - .3
0750 3

0830 3 3
- :0840 .... . . ... . .3:

0900 3
0915 3 3
0930 3
0940 3
10o0 3 <1 3
1020 3 3.
1045 -3 3
1100 3
1110, 3
1130 3 3
1140 3
1200 3 3
12i15-- I --

24- 24 21 21

MNinutes

NIT 17.9 25.4 13.6 "\ 8.8

DIT 13.0 2.7 16.4 37.9 .

Clinic
Lengt'h , 376 366 327 347

6P
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and three dentists. These systems are outlined in

• ( Tables IX and X. The results again indicate that eight

patients per dentist can be seen by scheduling one 7.• -

- •patientyper~dentist~every fQrW minutes,. however, an

average PWT of 22 to 25 minutes would be expected and-

the average clinic length would silghtly exceed- 360-

minutes. Scheduling seven patients per •dentist Will

-substantially reduce th4 patient waiting "ime with the

'result that the last patient would be completed approxi-

mately 20 minutes before the end of the clinic session.

-Scheduling Initial Appointments By Examining Dentists'
T-stimate -

rtach of the previous systems scheduled patients

L! ith an appointment time, but not with a specific

appointment length. Since the results from Chapter III

indicate that the examining dentists' may -be able to

estimate the approximate amount of time required for each

patients initial appointment, simulation model B was

Otilized to sirulate scheduling each- patients. initial

appointment lengthxbased on the examining dentists!

estimate. Table. XI outlines the- .alternative appointment

systems to be simulated. The available appointment

lengths cid the associated per cent of patients to be

scheduled for these appointment lengths are presented:

with each system. For example, scheduling, twenty-four
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Table -XI
Alternatiwe Appointment- Systems. (W,XY,Z)iz

' Available P Cn
4pp intment of Total

Appointment ,,x LengthS Patients
System I mm.)- Scheduled

*20 l,6%'
30

~40 30%
50 15-
60 4n%

-- '40 3C%Ii50. >

i6%-

"60, 240

patients with appointment system Y would result in eleven

30 minute appointments, nine 45 minute appointments and

four 60 minute appointments. These numbers are acquired

by multiplying the associated per cent by the total

number of patients to be scheduled.
The percentages used for each of these appointment

systems are based on the cumulative distribution for theF examining dentists' estimates (see Table IV). A five

minute increment was added to- each- of± te available

"appointment lengths and the percentage associated with.

this numbei'-,,.,4-aken from the cumulative distribution,
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- ui,- the,- -percen -diae

Thus, the percentaages for appointment systemX indicate

S• 'that -460% of the examining, dentists' estimates were equal

to or-less than 35 minutes, 30% were between 35 and 45.

-dmiutesi, 15%. were between 45 and 55 minutes and 9% were.

greater than'55r minutes. The five minute increment used

ith'> each appointment system was based on the 3ud~ment

'of the dentist in charge of the -restorative section of

the, Dental CJinic as to what would be the mostrealistic

and on personal knowledge of the characteristics of the

Dental Clinic. Since less than six per cent of the,

was utilized, as the largest appointment length with each

of the alternative systems. Although many other alter-

/hnative apopihtment systems cl-d.• have been simulated~, the
results from these four should provide adequate infor-

miation -to judge the most efficient type system.

B' Eabh -of these systems was simulated with from three

to six dentists and the number of patients to be scheduled

wasVaried from six to ten per 4entist. The average re-

sults from the 25 simulated runs for each of .the simulated

schedules are presented in Tablies XIi through XV and

represent the results for three to six dentists, respectively.

As was expected, the average clinic length increased as

the number of patients per dentist was increased. Scheduling
L the total numberbof patients based on eight per dentist

resulted in 9n average clinic length of less than 360,

minutes with each of the alternative systems sinmulated.
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Table XII

-(3 Dentists)

Results From Scheduling Initial Appointments
e 3By Examining Dentists, Estimate

Average Average
Number of Patient Dentist. Average

Appt. Patients Waiting Idliý Clinic
System Scheduled Time Time Length

W 18 15.7 488 243
X 18 13.4 12.1 246
Y 18 11.8 15.8 246
Z' 18 12.4 16.2 253

w 21 18.0 10.2 288
X -21- •3• -4 -- 7- 13.61- - 2- 93 ....
Y 21 12.2 18.3 299
z ,21 11.7 18-.9 304

. 24 22.6 7.ý 334
X 24 16.0 16.3" 345
Y 24 i5.7 17.2 351-

24- 15.2 19.4 348

W 27 21.3 9.7 371
X 27 16.2 16.4 376Y 27 14.0 19.3 386
Z 27 12.6 26.7 394

W 30 25.4 7.8 408
X 30 18.9 14.2 409
Y . 30 17.7 17.5 420
Z 30 17'.3 25.5 --- 430

t iiK < J ,

F/
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Table XIII
(4 Dentists)

ResUlts From Scheduling Initial Appointments
By Examining Dentists' Estimate

Average Average
Number of Patient Dentist Average

_AP Patients Waiting Idle Clinic
System . Scheduled Time Time Length

W 24 18.1 5.0 245
X 24 15i.7 7,3 247
Y24 12.8 10.9 250
z 24 10.7 14.1 261

. W 28 19.9 4.0 291
X 28 15.7 6.2 293
Y 28 13.7 9.4 299
Z, 28 1-3.1 15.3 307

V1, 32 19.7 5.4 335,
SX 32 16.2 9.1 338

Y 32 12.5 16.8 343
Z 32 11.4 21.0 354

W. 36 19.3 9.1 357
X. 36 18.4 11. 0 368'
1 36 14.3 19.3 380
& 36 11.7 22.1 395"

W 40 21.6 9.1 412
X 40 17.2 9.7 414
Y 40" 12.9 21.6 420

40 10.5. 31.3 432
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"Table XIV
" ~(5, Dentists)

Results From Scheduling Initial Appointments
-' By Examining Dentists' Estimate

Average Average
,Number of Patient Dentist Average

Appt. 'Patients Waiting Idle Clinic
System Scheduled Time *Time Length

w 30 19.0 3.3 255
X 30 16.5 5.2 261
Y 30 13.9 7e3 261
Z .30ý -1-59 262

W 35 19.7 4.6 283.
X 35 14.6 9.1 288,
y 35 11.3 14.0 293
Z' 35 12.0 14.0 < 299

40 22.8 4.5 333
X 40* .. > 18.0 7.1 334
Y 40 14.8 12.7 338
Z 40 11.9 17.7 353

W 45 23.5 3.9 368
X 45 19.1 6.4 374
,y 45. '14.1 12.5 378
_Z 45 10.9 22.1 397

W 50 19.5 6.0 403
X '50 15.3 10.9 404Y 50 11.1 16.5 413
Z 50 9.3 23.9 426
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Table XV
(6- Dlentists)

Results From Scheduling Initial Appointments-
By Examining Derntists' Estimate

Average Average
Number of Patient Dentist Average

Appt. Patients Waiting Idle -Clinic
System Scheduled Time Tif& Length

W 36 N 18.8 2.5 249
36 6. 4,1- 4

Y 36 12.8 6.5 252
z 36 11.1 10.6- 265

W 42 ,, 19.71 2.1 282
X 42 17.3 3.7 284
Y 42 13.9 6.3 2%7
Z 42 12.2 9.8 297

W 48 20 7 1.3 333
1 48 15.5 4.6 3381 48 i2.6 8.5 34348 10.1 13.2 346

So 54 24 .1 2.7 371
X 54 18.6 5.4 372
y 54 14.7 11.2 377
z 54 12.7 13.8 391

w 60 20.3 4.8 402.x 60 15.1 9.1 403
Y 60 13.2 17.3 421U' Z 60 9.4 20.4 424
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In only One case ,(Table XII, 9 Appointment System W, and
(9

- - 36 total patients) did scheduling nine patients per

&entist result in a clinic length-bf less. than 360(ý
,IX

Sminuites. Thus, based on an average clinic length of

360 minutes or less, the maximum number of patients to

be scheduled with each of these ,systems during a six
,k) C\ -

hour clinic should be between 8 and 9 per dentist.

_ As an aid in analyzing the efficiency of each of

the four alternative systems (W,x,Y and Z), Fig. 9

'-presents the- xpossi-blve trade-of-f-s- -between ;average •cl-inic'

"length 'and the number of patients scheduled per dentist

for four dentists. For a given number of patients,

appoi tment system "W would be expected to result in the

.clinic-ienvth with systemsia, Y and Z eaoh

" slightly longer. Fig. 9 jindicates an average clinic

length of approximaitely rinutes would result from

scheduling 8.1 patients per dentist width system Z, 8.4

pa*Vients per dentist with system Y, 8.7 patients per

dentist with system X and approximat'ely 9 patients per

'dentist With systen.17"1. Fig. 10 presents the .possible /

trade- ffs between average clinic length and the",,number

of patients scheduled: per dentist for five dentists.

The aver&tge patient waiting time versus the number

L of, patieons scheduledý e dentist is depicted in Fig. 11

F for four dentists-i Sste:- , has the largest a:zount of

average P17T afld this was 'consistent with each cf the

'70
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different schedules simulated. The results indicate

/y' system Z has the least amount of !WT and this. was usually

-the case with each of the different schedules simulated.

Although there was a slight variance, systems Y and Z

resulted in an average patient waiting time of less than

pV 15 minuteszwhile systems X and W resulted in waiting

"times greater ,than 15 minutes.

-- Fig. 12 depicts average dentist idle time versus the

number of patients scheduled per derytist for four dentists.

Theresults indicate system W has the least amount of

average DIT with systems X, Y and Z. resulting in in-

creasingly larger aTiounts. This trend was quite consis-

tent witlh each of the different schedules simulated.

Trade-offs between average PWT and average DIT with eight

patients per dentist are presented in Fig. 13. Each

point represents the system and number of dentists.

Systems X and Y show the "best" balance between PWT and

DIT, with system X having the least amount of dentist

U idle time and system Y having the least amount of patient

waiting time.

Choosing the most efficient system requires sub",

jective judgment concerning the desired balance between

PWNT, DIT, and average clinic length. Thei practicality

of admini-stering the alternative systems must also be

considered. Appointment systems Y and Z may require less

judgment on the part of the examining dentists since only

three alternative 4ppointment lengths need be considered
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fort each -patient-i. Once the desired -system -and total

numiber of paitients' to bel Ischeduled "has been 4chosen, the
num~erof achdifferent. appointmn length canbVe

determined. These appointment lefigth6, areti iare~e,6

at rand~om throughout the clinic session (based' on the,

number -of dentists-.available) q. that all 'the- shorte~st-

--- or longest appointments do not occur duritg- one Part of

-the clinic session. Although there are ioaxy different

ways of' arr~anging the- appointment lengths throughout the

ýcl-ind session, the' simulation program utiiedteam

mehdwith each simulated' run. A copy of' the modified

pr~ogrAm, and two Fsample schedules are presented in

Appendix-F.

-Once ~the- apointment schedule has been determi~ned,

(b -'pointment system, total number of patients io b,;

.SAOeduled, and- number of dentists -availablel, it is, used

--du in g those clinic sessions in which, -each patient is-

scheduled for his initial appointment. This Would qchange

"I~nly -hen- the number of available dentidts, changed. -the-

ufental-P linic has been provided withzschedules ranging

Kfrom f , fteen patients scheduled- w-ith -three- dentistos to-
sPixty patients scheduled with six denti_*sts-. These,

provide- solhedules f or clinic lengths -ranging from

appro9ximately four to se'ven hours. 4ince the 1Dentlal Cl1inico

s~cheduiis at~proxi::atuely one- to twio weeks- in- advance,

r - match-ing p-atIerits with s~edific alpointment 'i6nf;ths

E-ou2L noAcauxse a nv, pz~ii~r~ie~~cui~tolacms.

- - 77
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To assure that each of these systems would be administra-

-tively feasible, the simulation model scheduled patients

on a. daily basis. One .days schedulr> was compieted be-

-: - " fore scheduling patients for the nexc4 day, even though

this might occasionally, result in a- patient receiving an

appointment length greater than or smaller ,than the

-examininr dentists' estimate.

The resultz-from scheduling patients initial appoint-

"mentsUbased on the •examining dentists' estimate of',Ithe

time required to complete each. patients first appointment

indicate, this type appointment scheduling system to be

more efficient than either the Individual appointment

system or the Mixed Block-Individua! sy6tem. Fight

patients can be seen in less than 360 minutes and a

© variety of trade-qffs between p•ieng , waiting time and

dentist idle time are available.

Scheduling Follow-up Appointments By Dentists' Estimate

An Individual appointment scheduling system] would be

necessary in order to schedule each patient with the

same, dentist until all required work had been completed.

The system in use by the Dental Clinic during this study
allowed each d-en1tist to scheduile fcllow-up appointments

for 45 minutes or 90 minutssi The Dental Clinic appoint.

ment records for the month of November (1971) indicate

[i ,ora -iha 1200 17iort 4 'o0 seUeul f'or- c"t-o ati"!

appointments with an average of 6.3 patients scheduled
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per dentist during each six hour clinic., Aalthough the

number of patients scheduled with each dentist varied

from four to, eight, bore than half were scheduled with
I-,

,either six or seven patients. The results for appoint-

meht systems five, seven and eight pointed out the

possibili-ty of incurri-ng large amounts of' dentist idle-

time with this type appointment system.

"The' results from Ohapter III indicate the dentists'

may be able to estimate the approximate amount-of time

r required for.eaoh follow-up/appointment. Thus, simulation

model A was ,utilized to s!imulate one dentist scheduling

/ appoo ntment lengths according to, his estimate of the time

required to complete eaph patient. T~ie five alternative

Sappointment systems •to be simulated are outlined in

Table XVI. The available appointment lengths ranged from

20 minutes *to 100' minutes and the 'interval between avail-

able appointment: 16ngths varied from 10 minutes to 45

"minutes. The selection of these systems was based on

knowledge of the. characteristics of the Dental Clinic,

practicality pf administering the system and personal

judgment. Although. many other, alternative appointment

stsfomia coul, have been simulated-, the results from these

five systems should provide adequate information to judge

the most efficient type system.

The following decision rales were utilized by the

simulation model in assigning appointment lengths" for the

five alternative appointment systems. A ten minute
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Table XVI

Alternative Appointment System3 (A through. E)

Appt. Available Appointment Lengths
System (in minutes)

A 45, 90

S30,60, 90,

0 20, 40, 60, 80, i00

D 30, 45, 60, 75, 90

S- .... .30, 40-950,-t60 M70, :80W 90'

increment was utilized with appointment systems A and B.

The closest available appointment length to each estimated

service time Was assigned provided the estimate- did not

exceed that available appointment length by more than

ten minutes. Otherwise, the first available appointment

length Tairger than the estimated value- was assigned. A

'five minute increment was utilized with appointment

systems C, D and E. For example, an estimated service

time of 46 minutes would result in a 45 minute appointment

with systems A and D, a 60 minute appointment with,

systems B and C, and a 50 minute appointment with system

E. Any ,estimate greater than the largest available

appointment length received the largest .available. appoint-

ment length. These decision rules were based on the

judgrion't of the dcntii,:t in c.h,•- ... of the r••'*or.t .ive
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section of the Dental Clinic as to what Would bd the

most, realistic and on personal knowledge of the oharac-

teristics of, the Dental Clinic,

The average results from thefor*y simulated runs

for each 6f- these systems are t-esented in Table XVII.

These results were obtained using,ýhe estimated service,

times from the gamma di5tribution. Complete results

(utilizing the gamma distribution) for each of the

simulated systems are contained 'in Appendix H. Each

system was~also simulated utilizing the estimated
-N

Table XVII

Results From Scheduling Follow-up Appointments
Based ýOn Dentists' Estimate (Gamma Distribution)

Average Average Average Average
Appt. Number Patient Dentist Clinic

of Waiting Idle LengthSystem: Patients Time * Time-Scheduled (min.) (min.) (min.)

A 6.8 9.3 •, 48.7 340.1

B 8.0 15.0 23.5 357.5

C 8.3 15.2 ' 21.0 358.7

D 8.3 16.1. 16.3 355.5 -

E 8.3 19.8 11.2 363.0

• '*laiting times are based on pat-ient"s arr4-val time

not on 'patient's appointmont Line. The mean
arrival time was, approximately 10 minutes before
the scheduled a•Pointm•ent time.

I•
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service times from the actual distribution and the

average results are presented in Table XVIII. As was

expected, the lLurge number of estiimzates at the 30

minu.-e and 45 minute levels resulted in a greater number

of patients being scheduled. 2he lTrge number of estimates

at these levels would riot be expected with each of the

different systems being simulated, thus the results from

Table YVII were u.-ed in analyzing the alternative

appointment systenis.

Table XVIII

Results From Scheduling Follow-up Appointments,
..... On Dontt.sts,,•t (Actuial Dis ribunion)

Averc.e v evera.E Average r.vora o
Appt. ii"urier ^at int ertis ' "Z!Inic

of ,a " ton: idle
Sys to. ?ationts TiGie l time

Sceduled (nin.) (min.) (z~in.)

A 7.3 11.1 40.5 354.4

B 8.5 20.0 16.9 368.9

C 9.0 22.5 9.8 372.5

1) 8.3 16.7 12.1 359.C

8.9 23.7 8.4 360.5

7,i. 110 .. Cci ,)c-c ar .'o nai,,: o n.•c
"rUt On .,ion-Lt' n apOin .,n, "i" 2I -. ac .ur:'val :.,, ',' a .... ~ro:,: z.:.:~tcl$ 2 •...,i,,,.• 'cefo:'e

• I CoO'
Best II^b2



The results from Table XVII indicate, an average clinic

length of less than 360 minutes for systems A through D

and an average clinic length of 363 minutes with system,'

E. These ,clinic lengths were obtained by adding tho iade

time and the service tize, associated iwith each of the

systems.. Thus, completing all scheduled patients during
the clinic session would ncc appear to be a problem witýh<

any of these appointment systems.
The possible trade-offs between average pabient

wait'ing time, average dentist idle time and average numtber

[df' Pati6&ts sche-duled 6ii 'b~ppoiht~ndt §Yt s -A ~~g
E) are presented in Fig. 14. Although appointment system

A has the smallest_-amount 6f patient waiting time, it is

by far the least efficient iA regard to the number of

Ddtients scheduled ,and the average dentist idle time.

The 48 minu'.e average dentist idle time is more than

..twice that of any of the -other systems and would cle. rl.v

be less efficient than the other systems.. Although

appointment system E has the least amount of dentist idle

time, it incurs the largest" amount of patient waiting

"time (fcuar to five minutes more than systems B, , aLnd 1)

and also slightly exceeds the 360 minute length. This

system provides available appoint-mnt len;-jhs at ten

minute intervals 2nd would probably be the raost difficult

to, a;ninioter. 7or these reasons, appointm.ent Systpt .
would be consider'ed less eficient than system B•, O or D.

Appointment system C is sli-zb;ly better th••n systooia B
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Fig. 14. Trade-offz ietwoen .atient 4Iat.ing !i:ie,
Dentist Idle Time and 'Iumber Of Patients
Scheduled (Appt. Systems A-E)
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since it 6chodules more patients and incurs less dentibt

idle time while ,having approximately the same amoun~t of

average, patient waiting time. Choosing lbetween systems

C and D requireý subjective, judgment concerning the de-

sired trade-off between patient waiting, time and, denotist

idle- "time. System 1 incurs five minutes-"'less idle time

"during each clinib session while requiring eaCh ta-tient

,to wait approximately one minute longer.,

As a further aid in cho-ang between systems B,. C

and D, the -variation in the- results of the 4,0 simulated-

runs, 'was, analy•Zed.. This r-efers -to -how -the- -avera~ge,

figures -werb at-ataeinedj i e.+, -were .th& resultsf ,EI runs'

fairly consistent, or did -the average for each run

fluctuate high and low seldom approaching -the cumula-ted

average. Table XIX presents -the range of the individual

run averages for waiting time, idle, time and- clinic

length for systems B1, and D.

Table XIX

Waiting Timie/Idle Time/Clinic Length Ranges
(Appt-. Systems- 5, 0ý, D).

Appto, Waiting Pime Idle, Time Clinic Length
System Range (mmn.) Range -(min.) Range (bin.)"

3 1 2 tO -40 0 to 81 321,to 398

C 1 to 35 0 to 690 305 to 415

D 5 to 34 0 to-69 302 to 399

48
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Although ,syste B i6s more -stable ;in, ýregar- to: average

clinic length, ,It. slows less stability in regard to

waiting time and idle,/time.. Appointment .sypstem D -has, -

slightly more staýb ty t'han system C, -howeyei,, -the
difference does not appear to v VelrA,ý,helmingly pignifi- x- 'v

icant. Thus, both% systems C ' ,' lD D.wouid' appear to be".

the least sensitive to the random variables -that, in.--
fluen~e the Dental Clinic operations.

In choosing between the- alternative -appointment

systems, the practicality of -administepinag the different 3

,ystemst -shoid- -be- -considered.- Appointtment• :systems.A k and,

B -closely resemble the system being used <by the Dental -

•!\Clinic during this study and should not presbnt: •i

particular scheduling problems -x Appointment systems C

through E provide, available appointment lengths, Lt, in-

tervals of 20, 15 and 10 .minutee respectively aPd may

cause some administrative scheduling p':Oblems. Although

an analysis of these "possible" problems will not be

attempted in this study, they should be considered in

choosing the most efficient system. Thus, the choice

between appointment system C and appointment system D

would require subjective judgment concerning. the trade-

offs_between patient waiting time and dentist idle- time

and the practicality of administoring the particular
i.'

system.

i ' 8
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UP- dOIOLUISIONSAflRCT"DIO-

-Basedod.on, the- reasearch accomp. .iihed dAuring- this

st~d~ th -fc1o-Wing concuin ~.Aezeached-concerning

#he oupati.ert -appointment- sched. ~ing sqystemi 'for- the,

restorative zsection -of the Dent -.:Olinio. dt- the lVPAFB

lded c:U ýCeniter:'

'(1) 'The a4Po-inthent.sch..cý.in --y~em U~sed by the

Dental Clhizdc duringithis stuy''yresultis in- short fatie nt

fta ýipg times- .(mean =14 minii-es~) and lare -am~ount~i ,of

,-#4racteristic of an Individual -apploinitment a~chedul~ing'

system.l

('2)- The ýaverage 6st'itate4 service times- f or both

the examining dentists mtna the- dentiblutp actually

accompli-shing the -restorations were quite olose to- the

-actual average-servi'~e time for each patient 4.rlheref&ore,

the _dentistsl estimate- of the service time requirei3 for

,> each' pAtient's next ap pointnent should-be used, as an aid-

in assi~ilng the appropriate a-Pnintrient -len-th foJ ac.

.patient..

(3 The use of a Rdixed Bloc1k" thdivi dual appoint

ment sys'tem is more eff icient, than' an Individual zbpoint~-

ment. ztstt~f s-irce it resul:Vi in-a -docrease in, bot-h the

paten yaiin time and dent4ist idl-e time fPor the,

~same numbe-. of Datients scheduled.
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:•i: ' Stecifie;:Redommendations ,"!

Base4 on the results from the alternative appoint-
"-ment -systems simulated during this study, the practicality

j _f-administering the different appointment systems and

personal jiudgment -concerning the characteristics of the

Dental Clinic;, the following actions are recommended.

A future date should be choQen (suýh as the first-week

of ;the :next month-), beyond whichý patients have not yet

been scheduled for appointments. bPatients scheduled for

their first appointment should then be scheduled during,

different clinic sessions ihah th6§ scheduled for -

follow-up appointments. It is recommended that three

days a week (1donday, Weduesday and Friday) be utilized,

for follow-up appointments and 'tie other two days be

utilized for scheduling initial appointments. •.hls is

based on results from the data collection period Which

indicated approximately 45%i o6 the patients were scheduled

for their first appointment.

Appointment system D should be'- _tilized in scheduling

.patients for their follow-up appoin'cments. This system

provides the dentists with the following choice of

appointment lengths (30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 minutes,) for

-each pationt's follow-up appointment. The 'appointment

books would-be blocked in 15 minute increments and each

pati-ent's scheduled atppointment length would be based on N

the _o •ois' e.s...l..1. '.ch "'•a-t-Unt" would be scheduled
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on an Individual. basis with 'a specific dentist, which,

will allow, each patient to be-scheduled with .the same ..

,dentist until all required-work has been compleed". This -'

system woud result .in an average patient waiting, tide

and average dentist idle time of approximatel-y- T16

minutes during each -clinic seiision. I:t'aiso shows-, a,

1.'5 increase in the number of patients Scheduled pde'

-dentist compared with the present system (appt. system,

I A). Thus, with five dentists available this :systam

would average scheduling;'41 patieitsn 4during a six hour

-01hid b nb-0pafie-to 34 p~ati-ents 'scheduled -With,

the present system. This is an increase of 22%.

Scheduling patients: for their initial appointment

should be based on the ,examining -dentists-estimatte of

the time required for each patients first appointment
and appointment system Y is recommended. This-system

requires the examining dentist to estimate each, patients A

initial appointment length at either' 30, 45 or',60

minutes. It is recommended that 32 patients be. scheduled

when four" dentists are available and 40 patients when

five dentists are available. The specific, daily

schedules to be used in each of -these cases are inolud'ed

at the end of Appendix F-. each patient-.is scheduled

with za speciTfic appointment tixe and appointment length.

The patients:,are niot scheduled with a specific dentist

and are serviced on an earliest arrival time basis. ibThe

average patient wai'ting týime would be less thwu fifteen



Sminut•es and the average dentist tdle t iame less, than

-The number of +pati nt: r commended to- be 3scheduled

with system Y during eah•• sight

dentst),-will result in an avepvagr clinic" l of

"sig4htly, iess+ than 345 minutes. Although the. ;simulation 4

results indicate that- one,_or tw' adaditiohal patie~nts

+ - v ouId be, §seeh' during :a, 360 minute clini-c-, the re cOmmended

pnumber of patients provides: greater assurance th'at all

-p atients can be ompleted prior to the ed of',each

... *_inc-O::session._ an, pqr.ykdes.add tional fl yexib~lIt to --F,) the den'tists actually acd6'>p)ishing the restorations.

-The dentist. idle 'time incurred. will also provide a few

additional minutes between leach patient. The appoint-

te- n mert length should be used as i guide, howeVer,. the

dentists are not restricted to that amount of time and
should accomplish-that work which they consider

appropriate. The results from Chapter V indicateithe

a• two recommended systems (D -and Y.) will increase the

a':3rage number of' patients scheduled per dentist by at

least 1,7 (compared with the 6.3 patients per dentist

presently-being scheduled). ,This represents approximately

a, 25% increase in the- number of patients scheduled or

more •than 300 :additiona-lS patients scheduled.-each month.,

As with any new system, caution should be,, used in

V , judging the recommended appoihtment -systems after only

a few days operation. One to two months will probably
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fO-jewi -. -d to-tkt-aidsa oa

toq the ne--tes.I the results- from, Ihe new -appoint,-

ment system.s-, ar*e' -uns'ai-stactory. o -dtmi-tiona,.- -improve-

-'entsare desire04, z follow -upstudy- §hdidd, be acc~mpý-

lish~ed. Theý new _ýystems- may need o~ h djut-

ment~ the" siimulaioni mO~dl may; reiVAre6,a hange~t6

reeValua-te, the appoiintment-syptems or new, inputý,Aata may

be, required in, order to- evaluate add'itiohid appointment

f-Oreirb T'b%-fds9 in Dent~±

Al1though this thesis ~was concerned with sohedulirng

dental;-ýpatients, into a system where each denti~st services
only one patient at a time, the current trends in dentistryLare in other directions. Results 'from a replent study of~

dentistry. in the::,United States (Rf18) indicate a large

imbalance betlveen the population's dental needs and the

number of available dentists. In 1970 it was estimated

that the ratio of! people qualified to perform dental care

was one to 'every 1900 people who need it. This situation

is not expected to improve in the next few years and has

re~il]Aed 'in r-evisai7 to the trga-iti-a cofi~its__,f

denisty so that the dentist can provide-moire se2ý-iccs-fin the..same amount of time.

This' need for increased productivity -on the zartu

of the denti:ýt has bro-lht about tile followln ~eneral

trends in-dentistry (Ref 181:3-162)1
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"1. "To treat the patient from~a seated rather', than

a standing position. ".

-2. To, practice four-hand dentistry in the treat-

3. "To redesign equipment to meet the needs of

four-handed ;dentistry."

4. "To increase productivity through effective

utilization of auxiI:ary personnel.'

5,. "To design effective bnultiple operatories.'11

_ 6. "To improve dental radiography."

7. "To improve opertory illumination."

8. "To improve dental sterilization."

9. "In the military to provide comprehensive dental.

care to service personnel and their dependents."

10. "To establish preventive dental- -care facilities."

The practice of four-handed dentistry represents an

advancement in the utilization of auxiliary personnel.

The duties of qualified assistants are expe.uded to in-

elude certain routine treatment procedures usually per-

formed by the dentist, such as rubber dam application,

-exposure of X-ray film, suture removal, the placement of

restorative materials, etc. Experiments have been co,-

duccted Usiný, two, three, or four assist-.ants per dent.ist,

serving in various roles at from one to four chairs.

1'"Studies by the ,Navy and the I'ublic Health ,-ervice

indicate that th• iost efficient. , coielsts o:' one



_, 
-7,: 7 ~ - -

- d~pthree, assiotants Qnd on rovinga asistant

iserving 6hr~e- &perztotsz- --(-Ref- 18-: ,3"7-167);
- -- Althoueh, the mkilidary raio ao-dj denbtisst aint

'is- more favoi~able than -tecvla a~,a; ostn

by te Ar Frce n 162th~e~ 'ev a-thati coer ntK~ h

ca re woul afecttheir daecisit on as to- e-tendizog--4 thei -1
-.,pds of srtione. ti Ref t 1: -l7-~ ent aled'd cA-srvey for

mfiitry depndents ercen -pr tese dntly athoed pronilyi -~

-- emergency- cases or for dependents overseas or in remc'ýte

areas.. Although several of the current trends in

L"fdentis~try are- appa'.rent at tho 'WIAFB Dental Clinic, the

clinic does not have the avail able equipment or the

required number o,*. quqali-fied assistbqts to- allow each

dentist to service more thang~ one patient at a time. Since

- - -- - -dental care for all- mil"Jtary dqependents may become a

'requremen inth extewya, a future study is

recommended concerning- the requirements for space, equip--

laii/nt, number o Ct s aid ;asdit~r~stai, pt6. 'n-eeded to

allow,, each dentistp evi- zmort-- iiL is-~ ;'ltient at

i&i time. -
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N DENTAL. CINII
o USF ;mIMMIAL CENTER .

Wright-Patterson AFB, Qhio-

1 1. Examining dentist's estimate of time required for
I8t appointment

tNearelst 5- Min.-) k-Tooth Fumb-er) -

2. Pame

3.- 'SSAY -

4. Today's Date ______________

-(i~ionth) (D~ay)-

5. Appointment Date ___

(i20onth) k ay)

6. Scheduled length of appointment

-. 45 ,,,.inutes

1 Hour. 30 ilinutes

_Other (Specify)

[97
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) -PATIENT . INFORLATION- I

1. Name .__ (last) (Firs t),.•

:• •,-- 2 . SSAN., .,.< . " :

3. Today's Date ,_
Monlt!-, (eay,-,

4. Time of arrival at clinic_ _ _ _

5. Scheduled appointment time ___-_..... 3
6. This is my _ _ st, 2nd, ,etc.) appointment in

the "series of appointments required after my dental.

7.* Scoheduled: length of'- appointment 45 -Minutes.
___1 Hr. 30 ,11:in.

Other (Specify)

8. Name -of Dentist

9. Time called to Dentist's office
(•!earest Linute)

10. Time departed Dentist.'s office :V•,oarestlntT

11. 1huture appoiitment required_- Yes

.•IT

i. Estimated time required for this appointment,

S(Nearest 5 17.77- (Tooth .umber)-

2. Was a dental assistant available for this- appointment?

-_ Yes - Full Time Half Time

- %No Other

3. E stimated ti.ie required for next:.apointnent

(1earest 5 i,.in.) -Tooth2 umber)
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" .~APPEIqDIX B

SOCHI SQDUflE GOODNESS OP FIT TEST

-, " (ARRIVAL PATTERNI)
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-Chi. ;Square .Tes-t

Observed Normal. Expected 2
Classes* Freq's (fo) ,Prob. Freq's (fe)

Less. t an-12, 1 .'00680~z
-12 to--4 4 .0491 9 2
-4 ~to + 4 34 _ .1841 ql

+4 to+12 6T .3626 65 :06•
+12 to +20 44 .2723 48 .33li+20 to +28 20 .i0S9 '19- •
428- 'to +36 <• 7 .0195 3 1.63

over'+36 1 .0017 0J

Computed- -Chi Square- value = 4.-55

PSincane 4,-55- is lessi thanI 5-99, the 'Chi ZSqare value with

5-2-1 or 2 degrees of'freedom at the ,05 level of

significance, the arrival pattern is assumed to be s[
• - norm:ally-distributed -with -e6A 10. 4 and standard

deviation = 9.0 JIJ

• Positive values represent minurtes, •--,irrived before

appointment time. Negative- values.- represont rinuites

arrived after dppoiit-t ti2e.
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GSA/S4/72-5
The co ptr program used to conduct a Kolmogoiov-

Siiirnov. goodness of fit test (Ref 12:47) on the data; -- I-

-obtained from the Dental :Clinic was written \by William

"B.1 -Aseken, and Thaddeus L. Regulinski. A copy.-of -the -

program can be found in Mathematical Kodeling of Human

Rr~fOrmance Errors, for Reliability Analysis of _&",'ems,

AkRL-TR-68-93, dated January 1969.

-Yinii3 R~esults oflC-X-S Teit (Qimina bi-strivuxtidn)-

Dentist Service Times:

,Scale parameter_= 7.5381
'Mean - -42,409
Variance - 317.279
Zode - 34.55

Largest difference is 0.1178
Maximum K-S statistic allowable is 0.1222
K-S TEST ***PASSED***

Dentist Estimated Service Time

Shape parameter = 5.0143
Scale parameter = 8'.1374
Mean = 40.80
Variance = 332.034
Mode = 32.66

Largest difference is 0.1699
Maximum K-S statistic allowable is 0.1222
K-S TEST ***FAI-L)D***

1

I
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d i ii-b V- -

Exminin 'Dnitsi atq Seric Timid

Shape parameter 8.77
Sc-ale a.aer-= 4.43

:.lp-xgest -di,-fefrence-IsvO..2039, -

-44xitmum K--S stAtistic. al1~~le is :O.iAQ
!4s-S-Ti , -$PA~ED~*

AcOtfqbi -S6YVidd iTmW For Exdiamining Dentist Ebtitabtbs*1

Shape parametel, %,95657I
Sca1 parameter 3. .4'den p 3,9834
Vrance - 3851.-77

Mode -- 412 i

Large st -diffb'reh-oe Is 0.11-,2,7-
Maximum ýK-S S-tatistic. ailoyable is -Qý.2149G-
ICS;-t TST **ASp*
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-Chi .Square Tfedt'

0b served JNormal Expected (fo0fe 2

Classes* V2.eqI's. (fo) Prob. Preq' s (Te) e

-Dess than -30 i 1 .0023 0
"30 to -25 1 .0034-.57
-25' to -20 22 .0226 -5,-20 ,t6o .15 2 .0563 9

""t-15 t6o -0 15 .1064 19 .84
.'40 to-51 29 ,.1645 29' .00
- 5 *0. 0 40 .1923 34 1.06-

0 to + 5 41 .1807 32 2.53
+15 to +10 26 .A362 25 '.04
+10 to +15 10 .0777 14 1.14
+15 to +20 4 .0358 7+20 to +25. 1 .0132

kZ5t645U4 .0071 .10~
over +30 2 .0010 0

Computed 0h1 Square value 10 28

Since 10.28 is less. than l!.'07, the Chi Square value with

8-2-! or 5 degrees of freedom at the .05 level of signif-

icance, the difference in estimnated -and actual service

time is assumed to le normally distributed with mean.

-l.3, and standard deviation = 10.1

r

()

Positive values represent minutes overestimated of

servioe time required. Negative values represent

minutes underestimated.
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C'OoMPUTER P'LOW DIAGRAM~ AND PROGRAM. : I
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~~tn2f IProgram -VariAbles

AAL Actual appointment length. Service time to
,>omple-- each patient.

AVY - Accumulates patient arrival times.

,P"AVAL - Dentist availability time. The total of DBT
,and DIT plus 65 minutes initial availability' ., • •< " .. time..""

DBT -,Dentist busy time. Total of all AAL'S for

each day.

DIT - Dentist idle time.

[ESTA - Shape of estimated service time gamma distri-
bution.

ESTB - Scale of estimated service time gamma distri-

GEE - Dentist estimated time (gamma distribution).

J -Number of different length of appointments
available for each NSET.

K - Number of the specific NSET being simulated.

NEA - Dentist estimated minus actual service time
(normal .distribution).

NEUM - Mean of normally distributed estimated minus
actual service time.

NEASTD -Standard deviation of normally distributed
estimated minus actual service time.

NP - Number of pa÷tients. Accumulates total number
of patients scheduled- each day.

NSETS , tNumber ,of appointment scheduling systems to be
r simulated.

pNT - Pa~tint arrival timý.

PATM M Mean of normally distributed patient arrival
times.

PATSTD - Standard deviation of normally distributed
patient arrival times.

PWT - Patient waiting time. Accumulates total
patient waiting time for each day.
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SAL -Scheduled Nappoin:,'1*ment length'.

SAT - Scheduled app'ointment time.

5011(L) - List of appointment lengths for each NSET.

TA - Total time available for scheduling appoint-
ments.,

N Explanationziýof Program Subroutines

GAMOD - Cmpu-tes a discrete cumulative distribution
to approximate a specified gamma distribution.
This discrete distribution is used to
approximate random drawings from the gamma

A sti&tA4 fibvi-66 -i tkie d .t~tibioi. -1

• , GAUSS - Performs a random draw from a normal dis-
tribution with a specified mean and standard

I • •deviation. This is an IBM 360 internal sub-
routine and was used for drawings from the
normally distributed patient arrival times
and the normally distributed estimated minus
actual service times.

AIWU) - This is an ,Iýh 360 internal subroutine to I
generate ran!om numbers.
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Read: NSETS, tPA TM ; Pi~D
ESTA ESTB 9NEAlitNEAV 8t-J

Cal ( )O

\R~ Red J,"foinitment Length* SOH~ ,L=1,jJ

DO 900 ICK=J.,40

900 Initialize Va~riatie

(Generate E'stimated
Service Time -ý GE E

Compare GEE'and SCHi(L)
To Select SAL

TA=.TA-SAL

Yes

14 Ut
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GeneratePain

TAAL=GAA-NEAT

DITBTITBT+AAL

DAVAALDAWAALA LP

ST=SAT+SL

7; Geneate110
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800,

Wrie NPDTDBTPWT9,DAVAL '

<~apto 900a Values -

Write Xeian Values

Stop _____

En



- -_ -------- --- - -~

-C.DENTIST SCHEDUJLE SIolbLATI0N
-C- AL=*CTUAL APP0II'TMENT NL]'96TH
C D3BTrzDENTISfT~ UY TIME.
0 DITiZENT1ST IDtE TI-1E

0 GEEmiDElitIS ESTZC.,ATE-D TIME (GA XA DISTR.)
CNEArrDEINTIST ESTI"~T WfI-US ACTUAL TII;-- (HORUiAL DIS5TR.)

O NP? iNUMBTER O-P ATItNTS
0,PWT=PATI-ENT WAITINfG TIMIE,9

a SAl'=SCHElXD-APPT-. LNI~NdTH
o TA =TOTAL TtIAE IkVAILA3L
C 'SATuSCHEDXJLDED APPT-. TI-iý
C0 PAT=PA~TIENT ARRIYA. 13-i

'~_ý lNEAek, NEAST1), NEA, NP

PXAD(5 1) NSETSPIATRPATSTDEST3A-ý,ESTBNEALINEASTD
l1OFRMAT(I5,631O1.0) - -

-CALL GAKiOD(GCD,iESTAESTB,100,5.09,95.0")
DO. -3000 K=1,l tNSETS
-'1-=38951-

C J,= NUMdBER OF APPT. LENXGTHS AVAILABLE
ýREAD' 5,1 J,'S I-No
IRED 5,2, ,(SCH(L)tLl,1J)

___ FORMAZ(10F5.)

4 ORM4AT (1Hl , OX,9 18HAPOINTMENT SYSTEM91,9XH

5 YORI4AT1(1HO,7X 2-,lP7.X,3HDIT,7X,3HiDBT,7X,3HýýllT,
5X,5H]DAVAL//Al
'7AVV=0.

NPld=O.

DBtAFI=.
PWTMd=O*

P~. DO 900 KK=1,40
SAT=_60.
TA=360:

* DAVAL=65.
1)BT=O,.
VWT=O.
NP=O
DI-T=O.

C G.E'N-RATE -ESTILAt1ED SEIRVICB TIME - G:-:--
50 'CALL RAI'llU('IXIYV)' 4 -

IX=IY
IF(-V.GT.'CD(l)-) GO TO 60
GEE=G(l)
GO TO '90

60 IF(VIJ-Pcfl(1OQ)) GO TO 70
GEE=G(100)
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GO TO9On
70 DO 80, LZZ-,100

fr(No~(V~~cDL-1.A~~v.T~c(~Ly-GO- TO -80-

'GOTO 9080 CONTINUE
C SPOLECT SAL -FROM AVAILABLE SCHEDULE TIMES

O~*CH1SCH(1~ +SINO

lZP(dtE.GT-,SCn1) GO TO 100 I
I' (StAL=C90( 3)

/,G0ý.TO13
10('I(GV LTSCH(J)) GO TO. 110

-110'DO 120 L=2,J
IP(..NOT.(GEE.GT.(SýCH(L-),).+SINC).ANO.,GEE.LE.
(BoH(L;)+SINC))) GO TO 120.
SATL=SOCHL,
GOý 10ý 33O

120 CONTINUE

'10IF(TA-.GE.O.) GO -20 140

V ~IF ( SALiLE.SCH(1)) GO TO 800
TA=TA+SAL

C0 TAICE IN NEW PA-TIENT AS, SOON AS FREE
C GENERATEE.PATI-ENT ARRIVAL TIit3

140 CALL dAUSS(IXqPAT8TDPATl4 V.)
§iF(V.LT.-20..OR.V,.4T.45.) GO TO 140

PAT=SAT"V
,VXV=AjVV+V
"TEM1P;DAVAL-PAT'
IF (ZEhP) 160, 1'Q1

150 PWT=P1-VT+TEM~P 7 5

-GO 'TO 11Q

------ ~DAVAL=DAVAL-TEhiJPI
170 SAT=SAT+SALPC' GEERATE 1NEA

O'AIL ~GAUSS (IXqNBASTfl,1E.Ulq N1EA)
AALF~qEB-Ni-A
DBT=DBT+AAL
DAVAL=DAVAL+AAL
N'NP=NP±J.
GO TO-50

800 WRITE(6-6) NPDITDBTq,P"TDAVAL
I' ~~6 FbiR:,lAT(~xIF01

DI TM=-DI Ti,+flI T
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-Q0CONTINUEN

PUTM=PPTT/4

8 POMATý(11'/3DC5IMEANS ,F44 .1, P.O1)
* WRI-TE('6,7) AVV

N 7 PORkdAT(////,iOXt27HiMAN PATIENT ARRI-VAL TIIkE=qP5.1
100CONTINUE--

- STOP,- 4

END

A>I
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SUBROUTINE GAKD(- ,ALHABET,1BLIUIM
CGENERATES GAMMA. CUMULATIVE, DISTRIBUTION

DIMENSION X(1) iCD(l)'

5010ýO J=2iN

C.ý
DO-3070 I=1,N'
IP(I-m1)65965966

-#Iy i).-LZ.X('J-)-)GO TO 70

'GO, TO 69
65 T=X(I)

84 A4O.i*X(1) -

EPS=.05/ZN-
MITw2O
TERM=O.
DELTXzi(B-A)/4-
-DEL2=DELTX+DELTX

I. ~//TERM=Y**(,ALPHA-1. )/EXP(Y/`BETA)
QSUM=TERM--

TERM3Y4**(ALPHA-i.')/FXP(Y/BEFTA)
OQSUK1-Qsuy,+TER~m

1 Y=Y+DEL2
TERJA~Y** *(ALPHA-1. 4)/EP(Y/BETA)

~EsumESUM+-TERM.

IF(Y-B+DEL2+'DELTX)lv.2,2

3 Y=Y+DEL2
miy** (ALPHA-i. )/2XP(Y/=EA)

'ODSUtii=ODSUd+ TER.M
IF-(Y+~DEL2-B)3, 4,4

4 SUhl=(QSUM+ESUY~+ES1Th+4 .*ODS'U4)'*DELTX/3.

IF(ABS( (SU EPSU14)/SUI-)-EPS)6, 5,5
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5ýI1P(K-MIT)8,99,9
I DELI.O.5*ELTI

- - suM-Bsui(40D I

9.-NIT£m

L=L+l

IP(L-5)8,t6,6

70 CONTINUE --A

END
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I

l,! APPENDIX P

* MODIFIED COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SbIULATION LEODEL B I)

(. I
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A tevis~on-to the computer ,priografor Bimnulation-

model B w~as necessary in orderi to bimiilate -sqheduing,

e~achpatifl iniial appointment, length based on -the

exsamining- dentists' estimate of-the, 6ervide time r-

-quired for each patienito first, a1ppintmente-j The proga

a'ranges 'the appointment le.ngthp to.bue uIsed through~out

-thezolilnic session and prints, out ,the 6pecific scheduileý

-to be used. The mod1tfied program 'dnd. two saýmpleI

ýschedules are presented for the readers information'-

~>The schedules -are for appoiniment 6ystem 'Y wiithbý -00ch 32

-ti-d-t --4Dd-P4Oitiiitd. - -ai Iin-I th6 aPvoiPjnettd-

scheduling-, the schedules are listed with the 'appoint- I

mpent"L~engths in order and also with the. a ppointmen~t

times ordered.

A computer, flovs dia ra:'a and explanation. of the1

variables used in the original model can be found in

ýOutpatient Scheduling, A Simulation Agproach, (Ret 4:

ALppendix C).4'
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C A T7= AORRIVA L TIMES
C :A M "a MEAN' OF NOR'MALLY DISTRIBUTED AT
C STDA - STAND-ARD 0EIV OF t4T

--C. MWT =WALK- I N:2tLME.S
C EX a MEANt 14TtR ARRIVAL TIRE OF WALK-IN 'PATI-ENTS
CAOAT =-;DENTIST AVAILABI.LITY'TIME I
C NOA = NUMBER 'OF DfENTISTS AVAILABLE
C TOA TIME DENTISTS AVAILABLEj

SC ,AL-PHA,' SHAPE'6 OF A4MA .6USTP.IBUTION,
C'BE-TA = 'SC-ALE 'OF GAMMA ntflIS IU*TT lN-

,DIMENSION A.T('150 t2),vWT(l5),PATC(8,tNDA(-14),ITDA('14)
) *,CDDA(7),9G(;200')'CD(-200),PWT'(4000)tDASH(20,)

**s ( 10O,10). t(;l200bttl0) D)(1'60)tE(160l-tf(A0b)
0 ~tMMO NoA T"

G0.MkA TDA/65,.,95.tl125.t,155.,18.25,4.25,0.
*33*,9365*9395.i425*1455./21524. 

75t05

DATA, DODAi'O.,.0d2t,12,.43t,74,.*989,i.Oý/
-AR .D PiAET.tE kS,-OF k-D_1STR I..U.TLIONS. ANO_ D-4 -A

KK=14,
REAb(5,1) -NSETS
-READ(St2), AMtSTDAj, l,ALPHABoETAAMljSTOD

1-FORMAT(315.)
2 FORMAT,(7Fi0.0)

C GENERATE GAMMA DIStR'
NN=OO00'

CAd GACOGCDtALPHA 9BETANNq15.,90.)ý
C READ APPOINTMENT TIMES,

DOz 1000ýJJ= ,NSE-TS
SINC,= 5.
READC5,1- NSSETSNiMMM

DO 1,000' JJJ=10,NSSTS
I x= 38951 ALLN

3 FORMAT(20F4*0-)

-NPD=N/MMM

DO 11 J=1',MMM
M=J N

00 10, I=1 iNPD
KzK+MAMM
JF(KGT.N) K=K-N

'C(M)=A(K)
F-(M)=K

119,



'GSA/SK72,5-! F
10 CONTJI'NUE

Kr.K-tMMM+ 1-MMM TI
IF,(K.GE.'M MM) -GO-O1

KiiN+K+1~-4*_MMM,

11 CONTINUE,"L

Di)M5JZMMMMl
AT(J,2)C(dJ')

MX1

AT(J92)=C(J)'

'16 Mzt4+1
DO017 Ju1,N
TEMPzAT I J, 14/60.00

17, AT(J ')=BE1Nt0.0*A0INT(TEMP )+AMOD(AT (Jql)j60*O)'

WRITE(,69,~20 J'J*JJJt,NttM1M
jý,2Oý FORMATi'1'Hl1,1OX,8HSCHEDULE,13,14,i5XP,13,94H 'PATIENTS, 1

*5Xt,,3,vH ýDENTISTS9//)-

*4HTIMEP//jt(1.OXF4.0,5XtF6.O)I
'CALL ORD?(lNt,1)
WRITE(6#20) JJJJJtNMMM

K-WRJTE(6922)' (A.T(J,1),AT(J,2.)-,DASHJ=i',Nk)
22 FORM4AT(10OX,5HAPPT.,5X,5HAPPT.,91OXTHPATIENTt/, LOX,
*4HTIMESX,6'ILEN3-iTH,//,(1OXF6.0,4XF4.03,9X,20A1))

CILM=0.

CTM'O.

4 APW=v0.
AADW=0.
AAV9=0.
DO 2'JK 1 2 5

,DO0 12 J=1t-,U
4 T(J92)=F(J)
DnO 13 J=1,MMM

13-AT(J,lh=60.0

DO i'4.J=MXN
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14 M=MIJ.l

C idtNE,a4ýTE N ARR-IVAL T'IMES NORMALDSR
24 DO ý0- = N

25 C'ALL GAUSS(IFXqSTDA-tAMtV)
jF(V:oT&0..'9OR.V.GT.45ý.) GO TO 254
A"V V AV V + V

CALL, RANDU(0IXIYYFL)

IIF(,YFL G"ToCD,,':)) GO TO ý26
IJ DAJG 11

26 -IF(YFL.LTiCDi1Ol00) GOý TO 27
GO ViO'29

D(J)rG 10) i

GO T1029'-

28 CONTINUE[ AVV=AVV/XN
I NC =0.
DO 40 J=19N

34 INC=INC+VSINC
Do 3ý5 L=1,N
I F (b(J), LE,. CA1) +I NC)) GO TO 38
IF(D (J) oLE. UA(l) *N~AND. E(L) .EQ.0.) GO TO 39
IF((D(J)-A(L)i-INCh)-LT.O.,AND.A(1+,1) .GT.ýA(,L)) GO--TO 16

F:IFL.Q.N.AN\).(DOCJ-)-A(L)+INC).GE.0.) "*0 TO 37
FIF(L.EQ.N.ANb.(0(J)-A(L)+INC)hLT.0.) GO-TO 36

35 CONTINUE
36 IF(E(L).EQ.0.) GO TO 39

tIF((D(-.J)-A(L)-SINC).GT.O.AND.A(L-1,,),.LT.A(L)) GO TO 34
L =1-1
IF(L.'GT.0,) 1-O TO 36
GO TO 34

[37 I'F(E(L).EQ.0.I, GO TO 39
1=1-1F GO TO 37

38 JF(E(L)".EQ.0.) GO TO 39r =L 4

GO, TO 38
39 E (L-) =')J)

INC=0.
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40 cbNT-INUE,-
tGENERATE Kk'DEN AVAILABLE NBRS (EVERY-30 MIN)

60 5 Q J:419KK
50 NDAlJf-MMM

-CORDER ARRI1VAL T[MES
'CALL O0RD2(l9N91)-
CALL ORDER('WT,915)

C INIALIZE ýDAT
DO -60 .L1=,98

6-0- DAT(L,)=65.
< M=-NDA(M'

NP=l

NTDA=M

DN~b.ý
A PW=O.
ADW=0. i

CCOMPAREDENTIST AVAIL TIME TO PATIENT AT i
70 IF(DAT(l).'LE.AT:(NPv1)) GO T&-80
71 NN=4P

72, IF(-NN.EQ.N) GOJ TO, 80L
'NN=N N+l

lIF(DAT(1).GE,.AT(NNL)) GO TO 72
N NZ2-NN-NP
C REORDER ARR'IVAL TIMES

80 TIM=AT(NP911
'NZ 1=AT(NP,2)
SER=E(NZI)
CALL GAUSS(IXiSTDDAM1,V)
SER=SEP-V

NZ=N-NP
NP=NP+1
CALL ,ORD2(NPtNZ,1)

Cý GENEWATE SERVICE TlIME
C TMZC:Tk+SE R

95 'CONTINUE
C CALCULATE WAITING OR IDLE TIME
100 WAI-T=TU.$rDAT(1)

I'F(WAIT) 120,125,110
10O APW= A DW+ WA-IT

D A T( 1) 10A T(1I-) +ýWA IT

WAIT=Oo
GO TO 125

C RECORD PATIENT WAITING T IME

122j
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lulli

120 A PW= A PW- WAlT

125 AN-AN+,1.

NPW=NPW+1 I
4 ~ C ADD SER TIME TO' DOC AVAIL TIME

130 DAT(1)l=DAT(1)+SER
* CSLDfAT,( 0-60.

CALL ORDER(DAT fM)
IF(NP 0GTý.N) GO. TO 200 rý
tF(DAT(1).LEiTDAiK+1l)) GO TO 70
.K-K+ I
IF(K.LT.KK)GO 'TO 135
K=K-1
GO' TO 200

135 J=M
M=NDA(KMY
ýNTDA=NTDA+M
IF,(J-M) 140,70,150

DO 145 I=LM
145 DAT('I)=TDA(K)

,GO"TO 70
150 L=J-M

DO' 155 'I=1,M
155 DAT(I)=DAT(!4L)-

GO TO 70
C COMPUTE AVG WAITING AND IDLE TIMES
-200 APW=APW/AN

XNTDAiiFLOAT(NTDA)/FLOAT(K)
AVD=ADW/XNTDA
-IF(DN-EQ*0.) GO TO 210
ADW=ADW/DN
GO ~TO 220

2,10 ADW=Oo
AVD=0.

220, CONTINUE
WRITEl6,6) JJjJJJNJK

6 FO~A~H91X*P0NMN SYSTEM,103,14

'M=NPW-M~M+1
CTM"C TM,/XN
N,W=NW'-1
CALL WRI'T(APWADWAVDPWT(M-) ,OMAVVI,CTMCSLNWXNTD)A)
AAPW=AA'PW*APW
A A PW=A AD W+A[) W
AAVD=A`AVDcAVD,
C S M=C SIM+C SL



900, CONTINUE
'~ANNzN~JK

AA~VO=AAVD/ANN
kR'-T~EI,6'1,7) J'J4JJN-K4

7 FOR4APilHI,1OX.#,'APPOINTMEN.T SYSTEMI-vj3,94914,-'ALL-'I3
*1 RkUNS COMBINtD)'d/)

<,CTt=Cý.
CStL.CSLM/25.O

CAtLLI WRIT(AAPW,AADW,AAVDPWTNPWAVVC-TMCSLNWXNrDA)
1.900- CONT4INUE

STOP
END
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- --- - - -- -'" - _ • -SHFDULF Y 32 PA T(-ENTS 4 DENTIST-S

APPT. AP•r',--
. L ENGTH T i

30. '7O0,
30. 700. 0
30., 7a 0. - ''•-
3(0, 945O. '•.•'e
30. 945,

30.
3J. 1015.
S3G. 1045.
3:0. I11l 5,

30. IL435,
30. 1215.
45.
459 7rf.
A-e, . 745.

45,45. (ID?45. p15. 0
45. C)Q•.
45. 900,
45. 94•,
4!; . , O n -

4'. 4 , 104 5,
45. 113,.

t.'•,. ,'6 ( . "9 4 5 ,

">L ' 6"C , l,? 4 P,

125
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SC HFDULJE Y 32 PATIEN~TS 4 OýENJTIS.TS

APPT, AOPT. PATIF14T
~TI'mE~ UENGT'{

73QG* 45o. -

730.V o0- eg

7.45o~ 30. 00

900 . 45.
C)Orl45.

C, 1 5 . 3rbc., o0000: @* *

!-~4 5,3.

44 0 *0 0 0 ,0 *** *** ** ** 0 00 a s

11 3c. *a o * * q 0* **0o

45.5. 0 0c 0 a , l

I Ct* 44, i

-4.
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-'4.

SCHEnUL- Y 40 PATI;ENTS 5 DENTISTS

• ~APPTo APPTo ;.•

r- !, " ,'30. "loo. .
30 7 - ---

! - -" 0.800.-
30. 85.0

30. o_ - -

3 CT; 945,

M930

3C. -104 •
30o 1115.

3(4.0 1145.
-3C. 12"-0.

45.
45. 7

/,5. ',S'O.. '[ A *, - 45.

A5. l' C", o
, 0- I t -.

L0
:',5 . 1 .110,'

72

•<:.: 7"

(": • •. P



SCEDL -Y' --.- Pf- 5DN STS

*A :PPT APPT., PATIENT
TIMF -ENG TK

745,0 45.0

7415$ 60. 9

F0O 33

L 45.

60.

30..6 0 9 0 00 0 * 0 6

945. 450*0000

45.

111 1 15. 31,0Oe0 0*0 00 - ,,

1-03C. 0-0

-1v 0 0 t5 a . . * * *e .0 0 * * 0 e~ 0 *
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'mt

I-- - APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 1 (ALL 25 RUNS COMdBIED)

0AVERAGE PATIENT WAoZING TIME & 28.48 MIN
AVERAGE LENGTH OF IDLE TIl = 7.212.MIN
A AVERAGE DENTIST IDLE TIME u 14.*63 MiN:MEAN EARLY AT OF PATIENT u 0.0

MEAN SERVICE TIME=
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION a 397.01
NUMBER OF WALK-IN PATIENTS
NUMBER OF DENTISTS AVAILABLE = 1.00

. .INDIVIDUAL WAITING ;TIMES

UPPER OBS. PERCENT CUMJLATIVE
LIMIT PREQ OP TOTAL PERCENITAGE

5. 54 24.00 24.00
10. 20 8.89 32.89
15. 15 6.67 39.56
20. 21 9.33 48.89
25. 13 5,78 54.67
30. 12 5.33 60.00
35'. -11 4.89 64.89
40. 14 6.22 71.11
45. 8 3.56 74.67

9 50. 6 2.67733
55. 11 4.891, 82.22

o 60. Z' 3.W, 85.78
""OVER 601 32-- 14i22 100.00
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- t

APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 2 (ALL 25 RUNS COMBINED)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME = 21.13 MIN '- I
AYERAGkLENGTH OF IDLE TIME = 10.39 MINAVERAGE DENTIST, IDLE TIME = 24.49 kilN
MEAN EARLY AT 0P PATIENT, 00.

'mEAm SER¥VICE- TIME , 0.0
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION • = 372.91
NUMUER OF WAIC-IN PATIENTS = 0
NUNBR OF DEWTISTS AVAILIBLE = 1.00

INDIVIDJAL WAITING TIMES

""UPPER. OBS. PEROENT CUMULATIVE
SLIMIt FREQ OF TOTAL PRRUENTAGE

5. 61 30.50 30;50
10. 24: 12.00 42.50
15. 20 10.00 52.50,
20. 17 8.50 61.00
25. 13 6.50 67.50,
30. 15 7.50 75.00
35. 6 3.00 78.00
40. 9 4.50 82.50
45. 8 4.00 86.50
50. 2 1.00 87.50
55. 4 2.00 89.50,
60. 6 3.00 92.50OVER 60o 15 7.50 100.00

•I
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6,APPOINT•MNE SYSTEM 3 (ALL 25 RU is COmbINED)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING, TIME = 31.19 MIN
AVERAGE LENGTH OF IDLE TIME ' 4..31 MIN
AVEGE DENTIST IDLE TIME = 7.72 UN
EAN EARLY AT OF PATIENT a 0.0
X.AN SERVICE TIM E 0.0
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION a 356.14,
#NUMBER OF WAMLK•IN PATIENTS = O

S°NUMBER OF ]ETISTS AVAILABLE - 1.00

INDIVI]IA IqWATINGT TI1ES a---

UPPER' OBS. PERCENT CUNULATIVE
2 LIMIT FREQ. OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 39- 19.50. 19450
10. 13 6.50 26.00
15. 20 1O.00 36400
20. 16 8.00 44.00
25. 19. 9M50 53.50
30. 16 2 8.00 61.50
35. 9 4.50 66.00
4Q. 5 2.50 68.50
45. 9 4.50 7. 00
50. 11 5-50 78.50
55. 6 3.O0 81.50
60. 7 3.50 85.00

OVER 60. 30 15.00 100.00
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-APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 4 (A-LL 25 RUNS CO0BINEDY

.1

AVERAGE•PATIENT Y(AITING TIME = 18.54 MIN
AVERAGE: LENGTH iOF IDLE TIME = 6.72 MIN
AVERAG% -ENfIST IULE TIME = 19.72 WLIN
MEAN, EARLY AT'OF ,PATIENT = 00
MEAN, SERVICE TIME = 0.0
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION *=- 327.067
NUMBER, OF WALK-IN PATIENTS = 0
NUMBER OF DENTISTS AV•A-ILABLE 1.00'

--I-NDI•-VI¶AL-WAITING. TIIMES.

UPPER OBS. PERCENT: CUMULATIVE
"LIMIT PREQ OF TOTAL; PERCENTAGE

r - 5. 68 3886 38.86
10. 10 -f5-if' `44.5735. 20 11.43 56.00 '

20. 10 5.71 61.71
' 25. 14. 8.00 69.71

30. 14 8.00 77.71I',) 35. 3 2.8'6 89.57
40. 5 2,86 83.43
45. 4 2.29 85.71'
50. 9 5.14 90.86
55. 2 1.'14 92.00
60. 3 1i.1i 93.71

OVPR 601. 11 6.29 100.000
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-mot"

APPOINTMENT SltSTEM 5 (ALL 25 RUNS COMBINED)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME a 13.75 41N
AVERAGE LENGTH.0F IDLE TI10 w 22.07 iXIN
AVERAGE DENTIST IDLE TIk a 55.79 XIN
'MEAN EARLY AT O PATIENT - 0.0
MEAN SERVICE TINE ' 0.0
LENGTH-oF CLINICAL SESSION, = 363.73
NUMJBER OF WALK-IN PATIENTS = 0
-NUMBER OF DENTISTS AVAILABLE 10

INDIVIDUJAL WAITING TINES

UPPER OBS" PERCENT CUMULATIVE
LIMIT PREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

-,> ""5. 83 47.43 ý47.43 •
"10. 9 5.14 52.57
15. 21 12.00 64.57
20. 12 6.-.86 71.43
25. 13, 7.43 78.86
30. 9 5.14 84.00
35. 5 2.86 86-.86
40. 6 3.43 90.29
45. 3 -1.71 92.00
50. 7 4.00 9,6.00
55. 2 s 1.14 97.1460,. 0 0.0 97.14OVER 60. 5 2.86 100.00
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,APPOINTWEN SYSTEM 6 (ALL 25 _RUNS tCOMBINED)

AVERAGE. PATIENT WAITING TIME = 12.33 MIN
AVERAGE LENGTH OF--IDLE TIME = 13.2Z6 IdIN

3AVERAGE DENTIST'IDLE TIME 4 41.20 MIN
MEAN EARLY kT OF PATIENT = O.QMEAN ZERVICE TIME"' 0.0

LENGTH OF, CLINICAL SESSION = 349.15
"-NUMBER OF -WALK-IN PATIENTS = 0
.NU1dBR OF, DENTISTS AVAILABLE = 1.00

X •NDIzVIULZu WAITING, ~TIMES 1)

UPPER OBS PERCENT CUMULATIVE
LIMIT PREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

95,. 84 48400 48.00
10. 21 12.00, 60.00
15. 15 8.57 68.57 O
V. 10 5.71 74.29
25. 8 4.57 78.86
I(0. 11 6.29 85.14:
35. 1 4.00 89.14-
40' 51 2.86 92.00
45. 4 2.29 94.29

"" 50. 2 1.14 95.43
55. 4 2.29 97.71
60. 1 0.57 98.29

OVER 60. 3 1.71 100.00
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APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 7 (ALL 25 RUNS COMBINED)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING Tit = 7.27r MIN
AVERAGE LENGTH OF IDLE TIZZ -- 31.74 MIN
AVERAGE" DENTIST IVLE TI•I.• 105.45 lAIN

WM, EAkRLY AT OF PATIENT = 0.0-
MEAN SERVICOF-TIME " 0.0
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION - 355-.61
NUMBER OF WALK-IN PATIENTS, = 0
NUMBER OF DENTISTS AVAILABLE = 1.00

- INDIVI-DUAL-••- -WAITING -TIMES-

UPPER OBS. PERCENT CUMJULATIVE
LIMIT FREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 95 63.33 63.33
10. 11 //7.33 70.67
15. 6 4.00 74.67
,20, 8 5.33 •-O.O0
25. 17 11.33 91.33
30. 6 4.00 95.33
35. 5 3.33 98.67
40. 0 0.0 p98. 67
45. 2 1.33 100.00
50. 0 0.0 100.00
55. 0 0.0 100.00
60. 0 0.0 lO.00

OVER 60. 0 0.0 100.00
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TI

APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 8 (ALL 25 RUNS COMBINED),

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIM a 7.43 MIN
AVERAGE LENGTH OF IDLE TIinE = 30.87 MIN
-AVERAGE 'DENTIST IDLE' TIME a 96.61 "uIN
MEAN EARLY AT OF PATIENT' 0.0
MEAN SERVICE TIME 0 .0
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION =' 346.77
NUMBER OF WALK-IN PATIENTS = 0
ZNUMBER OF DENTISTS AVAILABLE = 1.00

-. INDVIXJAL WA-ITING TiMES -]

UPPER ý0BS. PERCENT CUMULATIVE
LIMIT FREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 93 62.00 62.00
10. 14 9.33 71.33
15. 7 4.67 76.00
'20. 6, 4.00 80.00
2,5. 17 11.33 91.33
30 5 3.33 94,67
35,s 5, 3.33 98.00'
40r. 2 1.33 !,.- 3

S45. 0 04.0, 99.33
50. 1 0.67 100.00
55. 0 0.0 100.00
60. 0 0.0 100.00

OVER 60.6'\ 0 0.0 100.00 =
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(71

APPOINT'MENT ssY•ME `9 1• ,25-,RtUNs COMBIN9D)

S•: .; --AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING11T1E 12.51 ,1130. " '
i .,+ :A•GE TZ~mqTH''oP.+ "IDLE TIME' - T.1•

• ++ ~AVERAft"ýEg.lTn•T IDLE+Tim.`+ - 15.I.24++7MIN '"':
+.+'13 V -- + , .N .•A Y;AT OFPA-TIBNT ,., 0.4+,

"_ ;" ++++W+; SERVICE' TIME 1 = '" +'
S•ENOlTdH_"OP tt-INICAl SESS 0N - -376-.113 +': ,•I•BR OF' WAI&-IN PATIENTS. 0"O6'

; N!R•R OF DEN(TISTS, AU~IUBLE = 4+.00 . .

+, INDIVIDUAL -WAITING TIMES

UPPER ,• :oBs. PERCENT CUMULAI•VE
SI;II•IT', FF2P.Q OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE +

112 14.800 40
• -1.51 -114 4,.25 02,.2.5
:, >25. 72 9.00 8M&.5"3. 54, 75+- 92-13

/ 35ý. 1- 3 r'2:88' 95.00o
• 400 15 1*08- 96 .88

I"

550 2, 0

bVER ',0, 0"10.0

(t +' 138
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-GSA//7A5
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-- ( (9

APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 10 (ALL 25 RNS COq]BNED)

AVERAGE PA:TIB T, WAI12ING TIXE (1 <~2 4. Mlil
AVERAGELENGTH-,OF IDLE TIMIE 366IN

mAVEAGE _'NTISTIDLE TIME 2.97 X N
:NwA Bkwy r PATIENT 0 0.0
MA- SERV•ICE TIME' 0.0
LENGTH OF? CLINICAL SESSION' 363* .41
NUMBER-OF WALK-1f, PATIENTS = O
NUBROF DENTISTS AVAILABLE. 49

INDIVIIXJAL WAITIKNG TIE8ES

C> UPPER OBS. PERCENT CUMULATIVE
LIMIT .,IREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

"5.N ,' 96 12.00 12.00
-0. 70 8.75 20.75
15i 92 11.50 32.25
20. :11,338 45.63
25-e 105 13.13 58.75
30.' 65 8.13 66.88
35. 76 9.50 - 76.38
40. 63 7.88, 84.25
45. 28 87.75
50. 30 3.75 91.50.
55.0 22 2.45 94.25
O 60 6, 20 2.50 96.775

OVER '60. 26" 3. 25 100.00

K139
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tsGA/SW?25

'APPOINTENT SYSTEM -11 (ALL 25 RUNS, COMBINED)-

0 -AMEAWE~ATIENT WAITING TIIXw * 25.10 MNl
AVRAGi LE NTHOF IDLE TIME 3.41 kiN• t AVERAGE DENTIST IbLE TIME , 3.21 IN-
kBAN.EARLY AT OP PATIENT 1 0.0
MEANi SERVICE- TIME 01.0
LENGTH, OP, CLINICAL SESSION - 363.73JS...NU -O "WALK-IN •PKTiIETS - ,-~ 0'•.
NUMBER'O• DENTISTS AVAILABLE, 4.00

F - INDIVIMl'o WAITING T .1-N-S.

UPPER, OBS4. -APRCENT, CUILATIVE
'LIMIT PJIEQ, OPý TOTALiý PERCENTAGE

- 5. 6 12.00-0 12.00 <
{~~1O. 78 9.75 2.7

"5, - "77, 9'. 63, 31.38
, 20. 118 14.75 46.13'

25. 87 10.88 57.00
- 30: < 75 9.38 66:38

- 35. 5ý9 7.38 73.75
40. 51 6,38 80,13Y"

S-45. 36' 4.50 84.631
"30, 2,39- 4..88 -,89.50
55. 338 92.88
60. 19 2, 38. 95.25S OVER 60. 38 4•..5 00.00

-> I /
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AMPINTMEWT SYSTEM 12 (ALL 25, RUNS COMBINED).

AVERAGE PATIENT~iVWAITfI-NG' TIME a 2.,02,MIN'
AVERGE, LENGTH OF IDLE TIME.,. 3.89MIaN I,

AVEAGE, MENTIST, IDLE TIME' * 4.09 MIII
1Ml EARLY AT OF PAtEgNT 0.0

* Lwas OLINICAY'SESSION- 1 64:-1078 , - -

NUMBER 'OP *ALk-IN PAIENS, 0
NMUME ýOP DENTIS'TS'AVAILALE 4.,00

INpDIVI-DUAL 'WAITING TIMES

13P;PE 035. PERCENT CfXUAtI-VZ
LIAIT -PREQ, OP TOTAL, PERQENTAG.E

5. 123 15.38 1i5,.38,
- 10. - -84- -10.50 -25.88-

15. 836 10.38 316'i25'
20. 125, 15,.63 51.8,81-

25. 89 11.13630
30. 72 9.00 72.000
35. '53 6.,63 78.:63
40.ý 38 1.-25 ý858
45'. 34 4.25 90.13
510. 32 4.00, 94.13
355* --20 2.5Q 96.63
60. 8 1.00 97-.63

. OVER 60. 19 2.,38 100.ý00

14]
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APPOINTMENT SYS7t•m-1.3 (ALL 25 RUNS COOBINED)

AERAGE, PATIENT WAITING TIME Ca 22..4631 MN
,AVERAGE LENGTH P IDLE'TIME a 4.A82MIN

AkERAGE DENTIST IDLE TIUE . 6.10 MIU
NEAR `EALY AT OF PAIENT = 0.10
KN ASERVICE-TIME * 0.0
LENpGTHL0J_ CLINXICAL SESSION ,-366.'41
NU.R. 0F' s WAviJo I PiET = -oo -

NUMBE OP ýDENTISTS AVAILABLE - 40

INDIfVILAL WAITING TIMES '

UPPER OBS. PERCENT MULATIVE
LIMIT• PREQ OP TOTAL - PERCENTAGE

.. 5. 125 '15.63 15.63
"10. 69 8.63 24..25
15. 86 10.1:5 35.00

-. .20.. 119 14.00 49.00
25. 93 11.63 60..63
"30o 71 8.88 69.50
35. 59 7.38- 76.88
40v. 66 8.25 85..3
"45. 38, 4.15 89.88 U

50. 27 3.38 93.25
55. 23 2.088 96.13:
60. 3 1.3 100.200"

OVER 60. 18 I9062



GgA 91)-

i APPOINTICNT SYSTEM' 14 (ALL 25' RUNS- COMBINED.)

-AVERAGE PATIENT WAXITING TIME a I2.65 XIN

AVERAGE, LEiiGTkH -OPQ IDLE TINE a 8'.74 MINI AVERAGE: MEN t-T" IDLE TIME, 15.72 'MIN
MANF EARLYWATOF PATIENT u 0.0

N - ANSERVICE TIME 0 0.0
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION - 361.43 ,
NUMBER OP WALK-I-N PATIBNTS = o

NME OP DENTISTS$ AVAILABLE, is 4.09 .-ý

INDIVIIUJ, WAITING TIMES
I

UPPER OBS. PERCEN-T, CUMULATIVE
LIMIT PREQ OF', TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 257 34.27 ' : 34.27•; -•-•10. 10 3.07 47.73-- :15. 126 16.80 64.53
20. 106 14.13 78.67
25. 54 7.20 85.87
30. ii 39 5.20 91.071 35. 25 3.33 < 94.40

S40. 14 1.87 96.27
45. 6 08. 97.07
"50. 8 107 98.13,
55. 3 0.40, 98.53 3
60. 5 0.67 99-.20'OVER 60. 6 0J80 100.00
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APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 15 ((ALL 25 RUNSOCOMBINED)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME% • 22.4411IN-
AVERAGE LENGTH OY IDLE TI1 - 4.67 lap,
AVERAGE DENTIST IDLE TIME . , 3.23 MIN-

UEAN-EARLY AT- OYP AkTI1--EN.T"
LENGTH.O GCLINICAL SESSION =, 347.69

'INMMER 'OP- WALK-IN.'PATIENTS 0
-xUmBEROf DENTISTS" AVAItAME - 4.-00

• o , INDIVI~AIj WAT�ING' -TIMES

UPPER OBS. PERCENT 'CUNULATIVE
LIMIT PRE4 OP TOTAL PERCENTAGE

"5 . 83 -n-07 11,07.o5
10. '81 10.80 21.07-
15. i85 11.33- 33--.20 ii
"20. 129 17.20 '50.40
2•. 86 11.47 /'61.871
30. 87 11.60 73.47
35. 78 10.140 83.87
40. 39 5.20 849.07
45. 25 3.33 92.40
50. 22 2.93 95.33
55. 9 1.20 96.53
60. 6 0.80 97'33'

":)2 OVER 60. 20 2.67 100.00

IT
I
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GWA/BIt2-5

APPOINTMET SYSTEM 16 (ALL 25 RUNS COMBINED)- //

AVFRGVGE-PAATIENT WAITING TIME a 12.93 MIN)
AVERAGE LENGTH OF.- I-DLE TIME .6.23 .IdN
AVERAGE DENTIST IDLE-ý.TIN3 13.45- MINI

XWA SERVICE TINE 0.0,
-- *NGm-OP CLINICAL SESSION 1 332.02

'NUMXE O DENTISTS AVAILABLE 4,400

- IDiVIIJAL WAITING TIMES,

UPPEIR OBS. PERUCNT CURULATIVE17g~T 'PREQ OP ',,0TAL PERCENTAGE
5. 249 35.57 35.57

10. 90. 12086 48.43,
15 89 12.71 '61.14
20. 88 12.57 73.71
25. 59 F.4t3, 82.14
30. 53 7.576 89,71
35. 33 4.71 94,43
'40. -16 2.29 96W71'
'45. 11- 1.57 98.299
50., 6 0.86 99.14
55. 4 0,57 99.71
6,0.' 2 0129 100.00

OVER 60. , 0 Oio 100.00

3 , t



GSA/§M/72-

APPOINTE, SYSTE Mw 17 (A•LL 25 RUNS COMBINED)

AVERAGE PATIEtl' WAITING TikE n 7.47 MIN
AVERAGE LENGTH O6 IDLE TIMEX 10.73 MIN ,
.... AVERAGE DENTIST IDLE T. 34-.91 UN•-YwE EARLY AT OF, PATIT , 0.0
MEAN SERVICE TIME- Q .0
LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION s 3537.20

)NUMBE.R -OF. WALK!-IN PATIENTS 0
NUMBER1 OF DENTISTS AVAIL 4.00

INDIVI',DUALIWýTING TIBES

UPPER OBS. PERCENT CUMULATIVE
LIMIT FRPQ. OP TOTAL PERCNTAGEk

I' 5. 390 55.71 55•.71
*82 11.71 67.43

-5. 77 11.00 78.43
20. 62 8.8•6 87.29
25., 43 6-.1 -93.43
30. 24 3.43 - 96i86
35. 13 1.,k6 98.71
40.# 5 0.71 999". 43-
45. 2 0.29 99.71
50. 2 0.29 100.00

-- '~v55.' 0 O':.0 100.00
60'. 0 0. 1.O.O0

OVER 60. 0 " 9.0 - oo.oO

1146
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,PPOINTMENT SYSTEM 18: ( RL 25 RUNS COMBINED)

AVERAGE "PATIENT WAITING, TIxE 6 6.,67 MIN,
-AVERAGE LENG.TH_0? IDLE ,TI]E _1 ~2.315 MIN,
AVERAGE. DPNTIST-- IJLE' TIME'< '421.23" IN-

~EJEARLY AT 0? PATIENTO .
EAN' SERVICE TIME - 0.0

LENGTH OF CLINICAL SESSION a 362.60
MRBEI OF' WALKm--IN 'PATIENtsf = 0

0NUBER OF DENTISTS AVAILALE a 4.00

....INDIIA WAITING TIMES - -

UjPPEr,, OBS. PERCEN!T CU~iULATIVE[
LIMIT, ,2EQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 415 59.29 59.29
"10. 84 12.00 71.29
15. 69 9.86 81.1-4
-20. 57 8,.14 89.29
25. 38 5.43 94.71
30. 22 3.14, 97.86
35. 7 1.0 98.86

* 40. 7 i:Q0 99.86'
45. • 0 "0.0 99.86
5Q- 0. 1 0.14 i00,.O0

0 0.0 10Q.00
:6o. 0.0 100.0o

0 60. 0 0`40 100.00,

v
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GSA/SNP2-5"

APPOINTMENT SYSTEM1 19 (ALL 25 RUNS COMBINED)

* 7UVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME ý <'12.06 UIN
AYBRA GE0 LENGTH OF IDLE TIME T 7.70 MIN
AVRAGE DNTIST IDLE TIE = 16.51 KiN
MEAN. EARLYnAT OF PATIENT - 0.0 k
MEAN SERVICE TIME - 0.0
LENGTH OP CLINICAL sESSION n 3S4.57'
NUMBER OF- WALK-INW PATIENTS n 0
NUMBER OF DEINTISTS AVAILABLEo 4.00

UPPER OBS. PERCENTY C-CUNULATIVE
LIMIT PREQ OP T0L PERCENTAGE

5'. 25 5.71 35411
-10.0 109 15.57 51.29
15. 99 14.14 65.43
20. 87 0.8 77.8625's 51 ÷ 7.29 8.5.14

'•30. 39 5.57 90.71
'35. 27 3'.86 94. 57

400. 18 2,57 V91.14
45. 13 1.8'6 99A00

-5o 60.86 99.86

\55. 0 - 0.0 99.86'
60. 0 0.0 99.86

OVER 160 1 04.14 650.4OO
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GSA/5Mf2;-5

APPOINTMENTSYSTEM 20 (ALL 25 RUNS COMBINED)

AVRAGE PATIENT WAITING MTINE 13.32 MIN
SAYItAGE WENGTH OF IDLE TIME = 7.99 MIN
•AVEAGE DENTIST' IDLE TIME , 15.50 MIN

' MEAN+ EARLY AT OF PATIENT u 0.0

LENGTH OP CLINICAL SESSION n 377-43
NMWER 6P %WAIX-IN -PATIENTS' a -0
NUMBER OF DENTISTS AVAILABLE - 5.00

IIDIVI]DUAL WTING TIlES .

UPPER OBS-. PERCENT CUMJLATIVE

LIMITý FREQ 'OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 355 35.50 35. 50
10. 139 13.90 49.40
15. 130 13.00 62.40
"20. 128 12.80 75.20
25. 73 7-.30 82.50
30. 59 5.90 88.40
.35. 35 3.50 91.90
4.C 0 .20 2.00+ 93.90
45. 26 2.60 96-50
50. 18 1.+8o 98.30
55+. 6 0.60 98490-
60. 5 0.50 99.40

OtER 60. 6 0.60 100.00
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GSAA/0M7-5 Q

-APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 21 "(ALL '25 RURS' COMBINED)

,C,

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TiaE = 22.66 MIN
AVERAGE LENGTH-OF IDLE TiaE * 4.07 ZaN
AVERAGE, DENTIST IDLE TIME. 4., I0 N 111

.,AN "EARLY AT OF. PATIENT = 0.0
"MEAN, SERVICE,' 'Ti d; 0.0
IENTH OF CLINICAL SESSION , 365.17
NUkBER OF. WALK-IN. PA-TIENTS u 0
NUMBER OF DENTISTS AVAILABLE = 5.00 ,

INDIVIBJAL WAITINGI TIMEs

"UPPER OS. PERCENT CUXULATIVE

LIMIT PREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5'. 159 15.90 15..90
10. 110 11.00 26.90
"15. 112- 11.20 38.10
20. 138 380 51.90
25. 109 \\10.90 62.80
30. 101 \10.10 72.90
35. 65 6.50 79.40
40. 54 5.40 84.80C) 45. 29 2.90 87.70
50'. 25 2.50 90.20
55. 33 3.30 93.50

VR 60, 14 1.40 94.90
OVER 60. 51 5.10 100'.00

-1 50
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-APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 22 (ALL 25 RUNSO COMBINED)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME = 10.06 MIN
/AVERAGE LENGTH.QOF IDLE TIME" 7.29 WIN
A 0VERAGE DlENTISfT DLE MIt, 15.01 MIN

UEAN EARLY AT OF •PATIENT - 0.0
MEAN SERVICE TIME 0.0:
IENGTH OF` 0LINICAL SESSION, 331.44
NUMBER OF WAfK,-.IN PATIENTS = 0)
NUMBER OF 'DENTISTS AVAILBLE = 5.00 _

'UPPER OBS. PER ,'NT CUMULATIVE V
LIMIT FREQ OF TO'AL PERCENTAGE

5 :357 40.80408

100 132 15.09, 55.89
15. 1318 15,.77 71.66
2. 162 11.66, 83.31 '1
`25. 69 7.89-T 91.20
-30. 41 4.69 95489
35. 20 2.29 98.17
40 8 00.91 99.09
45.. 7 0.80 •99.89
50. 1 0.11 100.00
,55 O_0 0.0 1001.00
60. 0'. 0.0 100.00

OVER 60. 0 0.0 '100.00,

kii
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GSA/SNME72- I)tt2 ,Aiý5 US'COd~b

S AERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME' 5.97 OTIN

AVERAGEQJENGTH OF "IDLE TIAE, = 11. 26 MIN
AVERAGEtEN-TIST IDLE IA , 875 MIN
MAN EARLY AT OF PATIENT O.
JMEAR, SERVICE TIME a 0.0
LENGTH 'OF CLINICAL SESSION.-' = 353.86
'NUiBER OF WALK-IN PATI-ENTS 0
NUBBER OF DENTISTS AVAkzlE = 500o

, (• INDIVIDUAL WAITING TIMES

UPPER OBS. PERCENT CUMULATIVE , ,
LIMIT FREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 533 - 60.91 60.91 4

10. 118- 13.49 74.40
15. "89 10.17 84.-57
20. 64 7.31 91.89
25. 42 4.80 96.6930. 16 0',.83 98.135. 7 0.80 99.31
40. 5 0.57 99.89
45. 1 0.11 100.00

-'50. 0 0.0 100.00<15. 0 0.0 100.00
60. 0 0.0 100.00

OVER 60. 0 0.0 100.00

I'5
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'A#0INT1IENT SYSTEM 24, A11L 25 RUNS COMBINED)

AMERGE PATIENT: WAITING TIME -17.89 MN
AVER AGE LENGTH OF IDLE TIXE - 6.81 I.

b .... ---. ' T • , ' - 13.o02 XIlq

- EA1, EARLY A -T_ pA-TIE u " 0 -0
SERVICEr TIME , 0.0

LITH ~OF CLINICAL -SESSION .u 375.71
U M .,R OF WALK-IN PATNTS:0

; UMEROF 0DEtISTS AUAILAL•E 3.000

IRD , IDUAL WAITING- TI-ES

UPPER OBS. PERCENT CU LATIVE.
LIMIT FREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

,5. 167' 27.83 27.83
10. 59 9.83 37.67
15. 66 11.00 48,.,67
2Q. -66 11.0p0 59.67;
25. 68 11.33 71.00
3Q. 38 -6.33 77.33
35. 39' ,6.5Q 83.83
40. 34 5. 67 89.50
45. 23 3.83 93-33
50. 20 3.33 96.67
55. 8 1.33 98.00
60. 7 1.17 99.17

OVER 60. 5 0.83, 10.00
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APITMETsYSEM2 (ALL '25 RUNS COMBINED)

AVERAGE PATIENT WAITING TIME -, ?5.4Q MIN-
AVERAGE LENGTH OF,;IDLE2 TIl! " 2.46 MIN
".AVERAGE, ]ENTLIST. IDLE TIlmE. 2.75 MIN>
)MEA 'EARLY AT OF PATIENT", , .0
MEAN SERVICE TIXE Q.O
LEGTH OF OLINICAL SESSION ' 365.71,
JW•IMER OF WAIC-LKN PATIENTS = 0
NU)MBEOP DENTISTS AVAILABLE = 3.00

INDIVIDUAL WAITING TIMES

UP-PER OBS. PERCENT CUMULATIVE
:"LIMIT PREQ OF TOTAL PERCENTAGE

5. 77 12.,83 12.83
10. 58 9.67 22.50
15.. 63 10.50 33.0
20. 67 11.17 44.17
25. 79 13.17 57.'. 33
30. 49ý 8.17 65.50
35. 46 7.67 73.17 q-"40. 44 7.J3 80.50,
45o 35 5.83 86.33
50. 15 2.50 88.83
55. 15 2.50 91.33
60: 60 2.67 94.00

OVER 60. 36 6.00 100.00

1541,o
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APPOINTMENT BYTMW 26 '(ALL 25, RUNS COhiBINED)

-, ARGE PJIENTiAITING TIME = 13.68 MlIN
ERIG LEKGTH7OF-1DIXETIl T7-'

.AVERAGE ENTISTIDLE TIbX n 16.37 MIN
-- ; ..... +- -.- EARLY ATO..PATIENT " O..

HA ff SEYIETT 0.0'
- ,)LZGTH, 0qPALINICA-L SESSION = 327.23,

-'+ý N N, " ERCOP WALK-IN PATIENTS a 0

NlUMEE OE''DENTlISTSAVAILA3BLE 3.00

- - , INDIYIDJAL WAITING TIMES

UPPER ,OBýS._- P.ERCENT CU_"ULATIVE
LIMIT PREQ OF TOTAtt PERCENTAGE

'U5. 191 < 36.38 ', 36-.38
3, 100, 69, 13.14). 49.52,

N ~. 66 12.57" 62.10

4 25. 51. 9..1. . 83-43
-30.>ý 28 5.33 0\88:76

/-35. -22' 4.19' 92.95
C) 40. 11- 2.0950

45.. 5o 0.95 -.96.00
"50. 6 1.14 97.14
55*. 1 0.19. 97-33,
6. 3' 057 97. 90

OVER 60. 11 (2.10 100.00

55. ~ ~ ~1501 9.3:



AMG9 LNGWOI3- -T'C' 1 0 I

-1--- 9VIi, tIA5*

A0INGTTH Y8~ 27 (AINI25 RUNBCOMB41,o D)

P c' AVERKGE ATIEN WAIT16ýING S

41~R ULPM OBS PATI-EN CUMULATIVE-- -~

MLNSRICEITIM 0.0PEC

LENGTH~.1-5 O LICL,8SIN a374705

- ~ ~ Q 45 91E-PADNITSAAL37 85-1

40- 2, 038971

50. 28 0,38~ 53.52
155. 30 9.52 7&.6.7

40. 2 0.-38- 997.05

bVER 69o. 5 0, .95 100.0

Al --
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Aftylanatioh of Variables Used,

liP ~ Toa2 ervm f -patients scheduled'-duriA4 each,
011malate'd olino -biiriion

MIT -T64,1, dentist idle t#;W for each s-i lad 0

olinio session. -_____

DB _f~lý m to oompl~te _theý number of
* ~tiernts scheduled..

PWT 20Tota waiting. tize -for ail the patients
sohfiduled during each simulatled clinio'session.0

-DAVAL ]' Deti~st 'availaility time *The sut of flIT -and,
DbT for each si(mulated'.clinic session". An
additional 65 minui6es for the denti~its' initial
availabili-ty time is also in~cluded. A DAVAL

-- - - ~~of --420-minutesn -represents-'~~~noXt
360 minutes.

'CJ

N---



25ý. 3- 373.5 "99'.9•= ° 6, -69'.0: 263.8 .20.4 .39.7:.8• ... ._.--_=
7 - " 70,.0 292.3 - 40.3 .... 42•723V..

-...'° 6"- •85.5 -224.•7 < 50.3" 375•.1 -.-

S8 71.0 253.0 23.9. 89,.0. .o o.5- '56.5,, 280.4 26.2, '401-."g, •
7 0.0 399.2 • 4220.3 .2
7 25.0 cý310.1- 16'7. 400.0

"5- -43.1l 284.0 44.5 392.1
,7-'- ~ 9.84~ 407--.4

<I 719.7 331.'6 71.3463
8 831 249.3 24.5 397.4- - .. .... ::6--- ... 85.5• ,253-7=- 54.6' 40,4:.:• --.
8 104.8 209.7 ,45 i2 37,95

_1 38.3 299.,5 19.4 402-.8
8 89.1 223.0 34.2 377.1
"" 1.5 36*3.4 89.9 429.9
16 -57.4 277.1 23.9, 399,5"
.6 "73.4 239.7 '8.8 378.2
8", 49.0 287.2 '54 i 1 401.2
6 69.7 262.6 9.8 397.3
1 ' 64.1 283.4 51.2 412.5
7 28.7 3(3.7 46.3 407.4
...6 0.0 323-.9 , 196.5 388.9
7 q 90.5 245.5 13.3 401.0
5 48.3 310.4 4.2 4Z3.7
5 43.2 - M3•8.7 8,8 436.9
7 48.5 '2Z91.4 102.o7 404..9
' 6. 48.7 :25.9.7 -43-.6 37 3.4 -
8 0.0 311.6 85;6 3776.6
, 8 66.9 .255.6 19.3 387-.6
'7 '84.0 261.8 17.3 410. 9

- '8 25.3 32,,3 88.1 418.6
- 7 8.3 338'3 111.'8 411.6

"7 732. 248.5 65-.9 386.7
-6. 24.1 308.3 42.4 397.4
7 778 273.4 23.8 416.2
7 -0.0 361.7 148.07 426.77 19.2 322.9 77.0 407.1
,8 32.7 313.5 120,2 411.2

ME ANS 6.8 48.7 291.4 -63t3

MEAN PATIENT ARRIVAL TIME - 9.8
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AlO ppMat P .

t} j . ...-. ..3. . - . -'

0 . -

lipP IWnEN DBTE 3 PWTI~ J

.-35-V938.0 397.0

. -X 18, 345.1- 152,.8 41.
9 54i 3 )6 118.4 425.2

S10 , 271.7 316.2 -18,. 408.8
r -. .39. 3.134 -78.0'7.

"" " . . -84'.7i' 342.80 -',79,.3, -41645 ,,

7' 690i.8 251420 86.2

7 0.0 3698 i181.43.
-9 64... 289;.3 .39.8 - :4,

l.l 17 39.90, 324.1 102.0, 48.0
8 21.4 330.3 83.00 4,6.._:_ .. :.!_i...._ :6" 4:6.0 .-. 0286.,2! 20.2,. . .39.,2 ;

7 -21ý21 324.7-- ~ 77r. 4-~-
0.0 357.3I 172,.'1•l 422.3
4 .¢7 350.1 2419.8

"8 0.0 386.3 321.2 451.3
48 31.4 366.5 n 2.1 r: 462.,9

995 35641 81:4, 430.69 , 25.6 ,3,48.0, 12, 0- 438.5

8 14•3. 349 1-?. 429.2
8 21.,5 324.5 I•3.1.'8 4111.0-

"8 13.9 338.9 74. ;:-,6 4178
6 0,0 358.f9, 1640' 423.9"

10 0".0 377o.4 285.9 4424.4
8 40.8 314.8 78.oo00 42.6
7 5.9 369.4 127.1 440,3
9 18.1 X339.4. 14.0 422.4
9 90.7 269.1 31.3' 41.4 9
8 0.0 360.91 143.4. t425.9#
7' 67.5 294.9 12'.2 427.4
9 0.0 379.4 235.7 -1 444.4
9 11.2 358.8 `881 '1 435.1
7 10.8, 355.9 -48, 431.7

'10 A0., 338.4 91.0 404.Q0
* 8 40.0 321.7 83.6 4026`7
, 7 37.-2 321.3 A434' -4-23.5

9 3.7 336.4 165.3 405.1
8 48.9 290.8 43.1 404.07
7 25 R 5 339.4 144.5 4240.9

MANS 8.0 23.5 334".3 120'.4

MEAN PATIENT ARRIVAL TIE = 9.6
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40 -60 i-=0

:20, 1. .3583

9: 48'. 31ý 13.6 3

8 2~4298'8 286' 193.8
10 26. 348. k6 ~ . ' 419'.1
"9480 31852316v: 3,.

"94>0315.4 78.24a ,
M16- 8. 50.8 4,17.9,

~79 337.8 163.3' 430'.7 V
09369.7T 176.,7 434.7 ,

78' 910 3750.0 13,4-9 4

10. Q04 353'43" 40 418.3
7 0.Q351.8145'.6 41.

79.06 39540 249,.,8 4,60.0 I
9..9 880' 18.4 457.9-

-6-46. 307-4- 53.'841.
10/ ~0381.3 347.0 4463

700 415.2 2,39'.9 480.2

924.0 302.9 52-.7 391.8
101.5, 357.8 162.8 424.3,

:9, .66.9` 2.94-.4 '8,7.3 426.3
9,5V0, 3047 1 82.4 427.8:

:6 7.7 :257.4 29.5 -370.1
8"& 7.4 345.1 438417.i5'
7 7.5 322.'0 70.1 394.05
8 21.0' 3.35.3 88.8, 421.3 1

10 26.0 308.7, 107.4 399.7
9 ýO0.0 346.6 225.3 411.6
8 32.7 -312.,1 49.1 409.*8
7- 9.5 337.9 114.6 412.4
70.0 372.3 . 2295 437..3

8 14.7 364.7 153.1 444.4
715.5 337.5 778418.0I

7 22.1 332.4 '129..5 419.5
952.5 307@8 23.7 425.4

9 60.1 297.4 60.,8 422.5

MIEANS 8.3 21.0 537.7 126.4

IdEAkN PATIEN'T ARRIVAL Mahi 9.3
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0A6OINTMENT- SYSTER DY (30ý,45,* 601, 759 90)

sp bit D2BT PWT DA-VkL

q15-.1 339& 53.6 419.6
9 5.6 381.0 234.4 051.6
J8 25 9 297.7 82.6 388.6

.9 353.2.l 191.5 420.0I
8 311, 9 78.9 411.9
"8"35. 1 310,3 121.9 410.4
8.. .0 362.9 191.1 427.9

'8" 11.1 310.9 88.51 387.0
9 . 17,3 382,3 205.7 464.6
7 25.3 360.4 138.4 450.7
/9 g 688 286.2 81.1 420.1

10 29.7 327.5 63.0 422.2
_2_ _ 2: 339.Z -9-0.,8, - A17--i0
9 8.7 375 7 301.4 449.4,
8 5.i 311.4 93.2 381,6/
9 715 339. 5 153 *o 4-12.0
.0, 0.0 389.2 339.6 454.2

_.. -0.0 353.8 1263. 4.18',:8

84• 0 389.9 219.1 .5848
9 6 .4 276.2 63.5 405.6
7 48,.4 296.1 39.6 409.5
a 11.9 335A0 107.8 411.9
7 0.0 373.6 222.4 438.6
8- 0.0 365.7 218.2 430.7
9, 12.,5 289.7 146.7 367.1

I0 ,Q 52.0 -303.1 80.3 420.1
9 _ 7.2 317.1 158.8 389.2 2
"7 12,5 321-.2 - 86.7 328."-1_0 21.0 344.8 125.9 430.8
.9 0.0 382.3 194.1 447.2

.80.0 389.2 2Q9.9 454.2
9 0.5 357.6 170,0 423,.1
9 2.7 /)347.5 97.3 415.2
7 -332.2 68.1 429.1
8 17.1 306.2 6..9 388.3
7 2.9 38.0 86.8, 395.9
.7 4.8 365.9 92.3 435.7
7 10.0 336.1 83.8 411.1
9 15.4 9. 148.8 420*.2

MEANS 8.3 16.3 ' 339.2 134.1.

-MEAN PATIE1I4T ARxIVAL TLZ = 9.6
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""OIPPoNnENT SysTEM E (o30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90)

NP DIT DBT PWT LAVAL
'T 155.3 373.5 124.9 453.7
8 0,0 5,406 150.8 415.6

1:1 )-55,6, 163.7 42.7
9 29.8 345.5 135,.4 440.3
8 10.8 36!.0f 104.1 436.7
8 0.0 38545 282.1 450.5

S 70.0 370.0 - 185'. 435.0
28U-7- 130.3 9.

011 10.5 q348 .1 139.45 423.6
10 5.1 342.5 107 3 4 412.6
7 20.7T- 342.5 15.7 428.2
7 22.7- . 302.1 C, 17. 389.9 "

9 9.6 312.7 76.3 387.3
9 0.0 395.0 271.0 460.00

_ -1-iA -362iý027444.
9- 0.0 355.4 2888 4200.4
91 25.2 385.5 163.7 475.7
9 8.0 370.9 265.2' -4-43.9
8 24.2 325.1 147.6 414.4F .8. - ., 0.0 356.2 207.0 421.2• 8' - ,o0x 364o.6 '17085 4:29.6'
91 11.1 349.7 82.3 495.8

40 27.3 343.9 115.1 436.2
10 13.7 356.2 243.5 434.8

7 0.0 388.1 203.1 45,3.1
9 22.4 321.6 107.2 409.1
8 0.0 416.2 344.0 481.2I
6 27.7 310.1 36.9 402. 7
8 15.3 339.4 123.0 419.7
9 40.5 289.0 46.8 394-5
8 11.4 335.3 129.2 41117

11 6'0 350.3 156.2 421.39 16.0 , 376.3 237.0 457.3
6 5.6 342.7 51.8 413.47 0.0 3,40.6 134.9 405.6

10 40.8 319.7 103.3 425.4
7 0.0 374.9. 167.4 439.9
8 6.7 355.1 170.0 -! 426.8
8 3.6 ý 389.0 335.3 457.6
9 2-.5 339,.7 183.5 407.2

'MEANS 8.3 11.2 351.8 164.5

LIEAN PATIENTt'ARRIVAL TIkE = 9.8&
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VITA

William H. Glandenning-was born on 8 December 1934

in Flifit, xiochigqn. He graduated from Lonument City

High School (Huntington County, Indiana) in 1953 and

attended Ball State Teachers College (I..uncie, Indiana)

,,from which he received the deg-ee of Bachelor of Science
;77

A a commission in the USAP- in 1957. After completing_

: // navigation, traininhg at Waco, Texas in 1,958,. he was

asdsiged as a SAC tanker navigator in 'both the KC-97

and KC-135 aircraft'. Duty stations included Pease AFB,

o-New Hampshire (1959-1i63), WVestover APB, .assachu'seits

(1964-1968) and Barksdale AFB, Louisiana (1968-1970).
iHe, entered the Air Force Institute of TJchnonogy to

study towards a degre'e of Laster of Science in Systems

" <':..Analysis inl 1970.

Permanent Address: 249 Park Boulevard,
SIlunt:Cngto~n, Indiana

46750
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